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ABSTRACT
This review provides an assessment of sediment trap accuracy issues by gathering data to address
trap hydrodynamics, the problem of zooplankton “swimmers,” and the solubilization of material after
collection. For each topic, the problem is identified, its magnitude and causes reviewed using selected
examples, and an update on methods to correct for the potential bias or minimize the problem using
new technologies is presented. To minimize hydrodynamic biases due to flow over the trap mouth,
the use of neutrally buoyant sediment traps is encouraged. The influence of swimmers is best
minimized using traps that limit zooplankton access to the sample collection chamber. New data on
the impact of different swimmer removal protocols at the US time-series sites HOT and BATS are
compared and shown to be important. Recent data on solubilization are compiled and assessed
suggesting selective losses from sinking particles to the trap supernatant after collection, which may
alter both fluxes and ratios of elements in long term and typically deeper trap deployments. Different
methods are needed to assess shallow and short- term trap solubilization effects, but thus far new
incubation experiments suggest these impacts to be small for most elements. A discussion of trap
calibration methods reviews independent assessments of flux, including elemental budgets, particle
abundance and flux modeling, and emphasizes the utility of U-Th radionuclide calibration methods.
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In a synthesis of four annual time-series 234Th trap comparison studies in the upper ocean, a factor of
two trap under-collection of 234Th-carrying particles was found. At present it is unclear whether this
under-collection reflects missed episodic flux events, issues with the comparison between radionu-
clide models and trap flux, or a more general pattern that should be applied to other elemental fluxes.
A summary of recommendations for best practices, ways to compensate for biases, and documenta-
tion of methods used is also provided.
“. . . deep-sea organisms are nourished by a “rain” of organic detritus from overlying surface
waters.” Alexander Agassiz (1888)
1. Introduction
The endless “rain” of marine particles has long been considered one of the critical
processes linking the surface and deep ocean. The uptake of carbon by marine phytoplank-
ton and the consumption of this organic material by zooplankton and marine bacteria form
the basis of the “biological pump” (Volk and Hoffert, 1985). These surface-dominated
processes form and regulate the flux of sinking particles to depth (Fig. 1.1). A characteristic
feature of the biological pump is the subsequent consumption and decomposition of
particles as they sink, resulting in the net transfer of organic matter back into dissolved
inorganic and organic forms and other nonsinking phases. Thus, the pump results in both a
transformation in the character of suspended and sinking matter and an overall decrease in
the particle flux with depth in the oceans.
The magnitude of the sinking particle flux and its variability is fundamental to
understanding the distribution of many chemical elements in the ocean. Elements that form
the building blocks of marine biota, such as carbon and associated bioactive elements, have
vertical distributions that are controlled by sinking particles. The size of the stock of total
carbon and its distribution within the sea has a major influence on the partitioning of carbon
between ocean and atmosphere, the net uptake of anthropogenic CO2 by the sea, and thus
global climate (Siegenthaler and Sarmiento, 1993). The sinking material also includes
inorganic minerals derived from airborne dust added to the surface ocean and, in coastal
regions, a mix of terrestrial particles. These sinking materials also participate in this great
particle sweep of elements to the deep ocean. Many elements “hitch a ride” with sinking
particles as they are sorbed onto particle surfaces. This scavenging process impacts a large
number of naturally occurring and pollutant elements whose distributions and residence
times in the ocean are ultimately determined by the strength of the biological pump and
remineralization of sinking particles at depth.
Beyond the geochemical implications, these sinking particles also represent a key
component of the ocean food web with clear implications for understanding the dynamics
of the ecosystem and human effects on it. The surface ocean contains complex ecosystems
with organisms that cover some of the widest range of scales and diversity of any
ecosystem on earth. Following nutrient inputs to the ecosystem, the subsequent biological
dynamics are strongly influenced by the balance between recycling and export. These
co-influence the length of the food webs and the amount of fish production. Except for
hydrothermal systems, all life below about 50-150 m depth relies on the supply of food
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Figure 1.1. The biological pump and processes regulating the flux of particles in the ocean. Carbon
dioxide fixed during photosynthesis by phytoplankton in the upper ocean can be transferred below
the surface mixed layer via three major processes, (i) passive sinking of particles, (ii) physical
mixing of particulate and dissolved organic matter (DOM), and (iii) active transport by zooplank-
ton vertical migration. The sinking flux includes senescent phytoplankton, zooplankton fecal
pellets, molts and mucous feeding-webs (e.g. larvacean houses) and aggregates of these materials.
The sinking particle flux decreases with depth as aggregates are fragmented into smaller,
nonsinking particles, decomposed by bacteria, and consumed and respired by zooplankton. This
remineralization returns carbon and nutrients to dissolved forms. The structure of the planktonic
community affects the composition and the sinking rates of particles. Particle size, form, density,
and the content of biogenic minerals affect sinking and remineralization rates.
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from above. Thus, understanding the processes that create vertical particle fluxes is a
prerequisite for understanding the overall ecosystem behavior.
The goal of this review is to present a current assessment of the state of the art in
measuring particle fluxes and changes in flux with depth using sediment traps. Sediment
traps come in many shapes, styles and deployment configurations. All are based upon the
direct interception of sinking material caught in a tube, cone or other device of a known
area and over a known length of time. We focus here on traps in the upper ocean (surface to
depths of about 1000 m) since this is where most sinking particles are formed and where
the largest gradients are seen in particle flux vs. depth. This is also a region where sediment
trap sampling is most difficult due to the complex nature of the fresh particle sources, the
rapid transformations of sinking material, and complex physical oceanographic conditions
which make the sinking particle field more difficult to sample than in the more quiescent
deep sea. However, studies of processes that can bias shallow traps may overlap with
studies of deep traps, and thus, as appropriate, deeper trap data are also discussed.
a. Background
There are multiple processes that can lead to export of carbon from the surface ocean
(Fig. 1.1). Each of these processes impacts the vertical gradients of carbon in the upper
ocean. Time-varying changes in these gradients and their stoichiometry with other
nutrients can impact air-sea exchange of CO2. The most obvious and well-studied export
process is the passive sinking of larger particles. These particles are created by a variety of
processes, each of which has an impact on composition, geometry, specific gravity and
sinking speed, and the likelihood of degradation (Fowler and Knauer, 1986).
However, there are at least two other major processes that transfer carbon to the deep
sea. Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is produced at the surface and usually has a surface
maximum in concentration. The same physical processes that affect nutrients and bring
them to the surface will transport this extra DOM to depth (Carlson et al., 1994; Hansell et
al., 2002). Some organisms also move vertically in the water column for feeding or
reproduction but less is known about the magnitude or details of these processes. When
these vertical migrators feed in surface waters and respire or excrete at depth, they will
cause a net transport of materials, including carbon (Longhurst et al., 1990; Dam et al.,
1995; Steinberg et al., 2000; Al-Mutairi and Landry, 2001). While significant, these
processes are usually considered moderate parts of the export of carbon and associated
elements and therefore the bulk of this report will explore particle fluxes.
Throughout the world’s oceans, there is a depletion of inorganic carbon in the surface
waters, largely due to biological activity (Falkowski et al., 1998). A vertical gradient in
DIC (dissolved inorganic carbon) is created by the net incorporation of carbon into
biomass at the surface and the net remineralization of organic matter below the euphotic
zone. The gradient is maintained when the rate of biological transport or vertical flux
exceeds the vertical components of ocean mixing that work to homogenize the gradients.
The strength of this gradient has a significant impact on the partial pressure of CO2 in the
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surface mixed layer and the net exchange of CO2 between ocean and atmosphere
(Takahashi, 2004). It has been estimated that if the biological pump were somehow shut
off, atmospheric CO2 levels would increase by 200 ppmv (Sarmiento and Toggweiler,
1984). To understand and predict the future dynamics of atmospheric CO2 requires a
mechanistic understanding of the processes that control these gradients and the ability to
accurately measure the gross and net fluxes of carbon.
Because most particles are made in the surface ocean by biological processes, nutrient
availability can limit particle production. Conversely, the particulate export of nutrients
affects the global availability of resources for marine ecosystems. This export is not
globally uniform, but varies up to an order of magnitude (Fig. 1.2) in response to the
interplay between nutrient availability, the intensity of primary production and ecosystem
controls on export processes. The largest spatial gradients in upper ocean particle flux exist
between the coastal and open ocean, but even within open ocean regions, factors of 5 or
more variability are observed (Buesseler, 1998).
Particulate export is a dynamic balance between particle supply, production, consump-
tion and aggregation. Each of these processes has biological and physical controls that are
modified by interannual and seasonal cycles as well as short-term episodic events. These
processes lead to a number of scales of variability in export flux as well as time lags
between biological production and export. Since most marine particles are biologically
derived, seasonal dynamics are particularly important. For example, shallow time-series
flux measurements from a coastal site and from an open ocean site show a factor of 3 to 6
seasonal variability in POC (particulate organic carbon) flux during a 2 to 3 year time
Figure 1.2. Global estimate of upper ocean (130 m) particulate organic carbon flux (g C m-2 yr-1)
derived from inverse modeling (redrawn from Schlitzer, 2000). Global variations exceed an order
of magnitude, with factor of 5 variations in the open ocean.
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period (Fig. 1.3). Cases of even larger ranges in seasonal flux can be found. Documenting
this temporal variability is important both in terms of understanding ecosystem controls on
particle export and in closing elemental budgets in the ocean.
As particles sink through the water column, they disaggregate, decompose and disap-
pear. Most are transformed into smaller suspended particles or into dissolved materials as
part of remineralization processes (e.g., Angel, 1989; Steinberg et al., 1997; Nagata et al.,
2000). Some may coalesce into other sinking particle types by processes such as grazing or
aggregation (Alldredge and Silver, 1988; Jackson and Burd, 2002). The net loss of sinking
particles is the key link to the remineralization of nutrients and organic C and their relative
availability for subsequent re-introduction to the surface waters by mixing (Najjar et al.,
1992; Antia et al., 2001; Toggweiler et al., 2003). This feature of particle fluxes has
traditionally been parameterized with simple, nonlinear functions, most frequently the
Figure 1.3. Seasonality in sediment trap POC flux for portions of two time-series records from a coastal
setting (upper panel, Baltic data from Gustafsson et al., 2004) and open ocean site (lower panel;
Bermuda time-series data from the BATS data web site). Temporal variations are a factor of 3 to 5.
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Martin curve (Martin et al., 1987), where the data are fit to the function and compared to
one or more of the terms of that function (Fig. 1.4).
In reality these changes in particle flux with depth are complex and the fits to a specific
function are a mathematical convenience rather than a reflection of the governing processes
(Lutz et al., 2002). The changes in remineralization with depth could show a variety of
profiles with only a few common features. Changes in this length-scale will influence
carbon gradients and air-sea partitioning on a time-scale associated with the change in
depth profile. Blooms of some species, like coccolithophores or diatoms, can cause
episodic changes in remineralization length-scales, element ratios, sinking speeds and
ballasting (Boyd and Newton, 1995).
Beyond the overall changes in particle flux with depth, changes in composition of the
sinking material can have an impact on carbon gradients, particularly if carbon changes
differently than nutrients or the bulk material (Knauer et al., 1979). Element ratios in
organic matter have been considered fixed at the Redfield ratio in many past studies and in
most models of the ocean carbon cycle (Doney, 1999; Anderson and Pondaven, 2003).
However, the composition of each of the constituents of sinking material should vary from
this canonical ratio as more labile nutrients disappear more quickly than refractory ones
Figure 1.4. Typical pattern of flux vs. depth derived from sediment trap experiment (redrawn from
Martin et al. 1987). More than an order of magnitude decrease occurs in the top 1000 m. The curve
is a power law best-fit expressing flux at depth in terms of flux leaving the mixed layer (at depth
zo  100 m), F(z)  F(zo) (z/zo)-0.86.
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(Christian et al., 1997). This progressive increase in carbon:nutrient ratios with depth is
well documented (Schneider et al., 2003), but the controls on these ratios are poorly
understood.
Inorganic materials can also have an affect on fluxes and remineralization of sinking
material. About 10% of the sinking carbon at depth is CaCO3, mostly in the skeletons of a
few taxa of plants or animals (Honjo et al., 1982). This material is very refractory and most
of it dissolves at depth (Milliman et al., 1999). Changes in the amount of CaCO3 flux have
three different but inter-linked effects on export. The refractory nature of carbonate may
influence the overall length-scale of the carbon remineralization (Armstrong et al., 2002;
Klaas and Archer, 2002). The formation of carbonate in the surface waters also changes the
alkalinity and has the opposite impact on pCO2 as carbon uptake by plankton (Feely et al.,
2004). Finally, the relative density of carbonate, as with silicate and other mineral forms,
may increase the export of organic carbon (Francois et al., 2002) by increasing the sinking
speed of some of the particles or protecting some fraction of C associated with the
biomineral matrix (Ittekkot and Haake, 1992; Ittekkot, 1993; Berelson, 2002). An alterna-
tive view is that organic C flux controls inorganic mineral fluxes through its role in
aggregation (Passow, 2004; Passow and De La Roche, 2006).
b. Measurement of particle fluxes using sediment traps
With the advent of modern ocean sediment traps (Berger, 1971; Honjo, 1976; Wiebe et
al., 1976; Soutar et al., 1977), the study of the nature and dynamics of sinking particles
expanded rapidly. By simple analogy with a rain gauge, these tools allowed a direct
sampling of sinking particles from the water column, yet the dynamics are far more
complex (see Section 2). Early issues of trap design and deployment already hinted at
possible quantification difficulties in collecting sinking particles (GOFS, 1989). Different
designs produced different flux estimates and different compositions of sinking material.
However, the relative consistency of the results and the profound implications of the
patterns in the early data combined to lend confidence to the tool and its value (Moore et
al., 1981). Fluxes declined with depth and were greater in areas of greater productivity
(Pace et al., 1987). Elegant interpretations of the data combined with the “new production
hypothesis” (Dugdale and Goering, 1967) indicated a higher proportion of the production
was exported in areas of high production (Eppley and Peterson, 1979). Seasonal patterns
became obvious in quantity and even composition (Lohrenz et al., 1992) and these patterns
were often coherent with depth and with the overlying biology (Asper et al., 1992). The
Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) time-series projects in Hawaii (HOT) and
Bermuda (BATS) and the many deep, sequencing conical traps showed interannual
variability in interpretable patterns (selected BATS data are shown in Fig. 1.3).
Within the broad patterns revealed by traps, however, there were a variety of regular and
troubling inconsistencies. Detailed examination of the particles collected in traps showed
artifacts, some of which exhibited consistent patterns and could bias the observed
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distributions with depth (Michaels et al., 1990). Comparisons with radionuclide scaveng-
ing in shallow waters often showed very different patterns than the particle fluxes
themselves (Buesseler, 1991). Attempts at making a carbon mass balance raised questions
about the accuracy of traps, though other factors could also have caused the mass balance
closure problems (Michaels et al., 1994a).
The largest challenge for the accurate estimation of particle fluxes is the absence of any
standardization procedure or robust controls on accuracy. In addition, there are still
fundamental concerns about what exactly a trap collects and what is measured by the other
proxy tracers. A trap does not measure positively buoyant particles; however, it does
capture motile animals that are considered artifacts (“swimmers”- see Section 3) but some
of which participate in other export processes. There are some new technologies, such as
swimmer avoidance traps (Peterson et al., 1993) and neutrally buoyant sediment traps
(NBSTs; Buesseler et al., 2000) that offer opportunities to correct some of the putative
biases, but the search for an independent assessment of the trapping collection efficiency
continues (see Section 5).
A group of experts met in 1996 to assess the accuracy of upper ocean trapping and make
recommendations for the future (as reported in Gardner, 2000). What resulted from that
meeting was an assessment of trap accuracy relative to their use in constraining the flux of
sinking particles in order to close carbon budgets in JGOFS. It was also evident that many
experiments and data collected by each group to assess trap accuracy or reduce trap biases
remained unpublished and part of the “art” of sediment trapping. Since that time, additional
progress has been made in understanding both the magnitude of the potential trapping
biases and how these may change for different particle types in a changing physical ocean
environment.
Our assessment provides an update to Gardner (2000) by using selected references,
combined with new data and/or synthesis of prior studies, to review trap performance
issues. Unfortunately, there is still a lack of sufficient data and replication of experiments
to fully investigate some of the facets of trap accuracy. This lack of replication for different
trap designs and under changing particle and physical conditions does make extrapolation
of individual studies difficult. However, there has been considerable progress in both
understanding the overall magnitude of the accuracy issues and in forming best practices to
reduce these uncertainties.
2. Hydrodynamics
a. The hydrodynamic issue
Without repeating all the detailed evaluations in the most recent JGOFS sediment trap
workshop (Gardner, 2000), we provide an up-to-date overview of the state of understand-
ing trap hydrodynamics and progress toward correction for and/or reducing possible trap
biases. Sediment traps have commonly been employed to obtain an estimate of the
“vertical flux” of sinking particles. This measurement is difficult in part because the
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concept is surprisingly complex. For a still fluid, the sinking flux is defined by particle
concentrations (Ci) and their settling velocities (Wi), for all particle classes (i), which
contribute to the flux,
Flux iCiWi (1)
and this flux is also equivalent to the sum of all the particles that pass through a horizontal
surface in the fluid per unit time. But if the fluid is not still, the flux through the horizontal
surface will include particles that are moving up as well as down, and it is no longer the
sum of all the particles that pass through the surface that is of interest but rather the net flux.
In nonboundary layer flows, the settling of particles is not affected by the flow. However,
sediment trap flux measurements in flows with large-scale cyclic vertical motions, such as
in the upper ocean mixed layer (Langmuir cells) or near-bottom boundary layers, are
particularly difficult to interpret because particles have more than one chance to move
down across the same plane and enter the trap. More importantly, perturbations of the
horizontal flow caused by the trap can also cause particles to be over- or under-collected
relative to the undisturbed net downward flux (the in situ flux), and this is the crux of the
hydrodynamic problem for moored or surface-tethered sediment traps. In the upper ocean,
generally higher current velocities mean that hydrodynamic effects will be more prevalent
than in most deep ocean traps, but some of our understanding about how traps collect
particles has been derived from relationships in deep water.
A sediment trap itself can affect the vertical particle flux in several ways. Much attention
has been focused on the disturbance of the in situ flow field produced by the presence of the
sediment trap (discussed below). A trap can also affect the flux by changing the distribution
of particles (Ci) across sinking classes (Wi), e.g. if particles agglomerate or break apart in
the flow field of the trap, or properties such as density or shape are affected by the trap.
These trap-particle interactions have remained virtually unstudied because of the difficulty
in quantifying such changes in situ. Consequently, we cannot discuss these impacts here.
b. Progress in understanding the origin and scope of hydrodynamic biases
Butman et al. (1986) reviewed early laboratory and field studies of trap hydrodynamics
for both aqueous and atmospheric systems. They noted that for most oceanic flow fields
and particle types (with the exception of large dense particles), the inertia of marine
particles can be ignored as can particle-particle interactions for the low particle concentra-
tions that characterize open ocean environments. Much of the early data came from
laboratory flume studies, which offer the advantages of control of particle types and flow
velocities, and easier visualization and measurement of collection processes. Drawbacks of
flumes are that the flow is a boundary layer. Material settled on the flume bottom can be
resuspended if the threshold velocity is exceeded (thus limiting the velocities studied in
some setups), and it is not possible to reproduce the complexity of particle size,
composition and biological interactions encountered in the ocean.
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Flume studies have demonstrated that most particles do not settle into a trap the way they
do through the water column, but primarily are carried into the trap as water flows into and
out of the trap opening. The general structure of these flows has been visualized in dye
studies for a range of trap geometries (Gardner, 1980a; Butman et al., 1986; Hawley,
1988). There are three general steps in the trap collection of particles, (i) entrainment
within the unsteady vertical eddies that form over the trap top, (ii) exchange of particles
within the initial eddy which enters the trap at its downstream side and re-exits at the
upstream side (this pattern can be reversed for some geometries, or if the trap is tilted
downstream), and then cascades down to slower eddies within the trap, and (iii) transfer of
the particles by settling, or by the unsteady incorporation of water and particles into the
“tranquil zone” at the trap bottom where the slow-settling particles are no longer affected
by turbulence. The eddies in the flow are generally not steady and may include horizontal
eddies. Figure 2.1 illustrates the general characteristics of flows into and out of sediment
traps as revealed by dye studies.
An important consequence of flow over traps is that advective flux into traps is large. For
example, for 60 cm tall, 7 cm internal diameter cylindrical Particle-Interceptor-Traps (PITs),
similar to those used in the VERTEX (Martin et al., 1987) and Bermuda Atlantic Time-series
Study (BATS) programs (Michaels et al., 1994b), flow through the trap is estimated to increase
from500 to3000 liters/day as horizontal water velocities increase from 6 to 30 cm s-1 (Gust
et al., 1996). These laboratory flows are well within the range of mesoscale ocean advective
velocities, typically ranging from 5 to 30 cm s-1. As a consequence of flow, the majority of
particles appear to enter the trap with the advective flow. Also a consequence of flow over traps
Figure 2.1. Flow fields in cylindrical and conical sediment traps as visualized in dye studies,
showing both general characteristics and the effects of tilt towards and away from the flow; from
Gardner (1985).
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is that particles sinking at 100 m d-1 have approach angles of less than 5 degrees from
horizontal in flows faster than 2 cm s-1 ( 2 km d-1; Siegel and Deuser, 1997). Larger, denser
particles, have steeper trajectories, e.g. 20 to 60 degrees from horizontal for 3000 m d-1 sinking
rates and advective flows of 10 to 2 cm s-1.
Dimensional analysis by Butman et al. (1986) identified three dimensionless parameters
to be important in typical trapping conditions in the ocean: (1) trap Reynolds number, Rt 
uf D -1 where uf is the horizontal current velocity, D the trap diameter, and  is the fluid
kinematic viscosity, (2) trap aspect ratio, A  H/D where H is the trap height and D is the
inside diameter of the trap mouth, and (3) the ratio of current speed to particle fall velocity,
u/W, where W is the gravitational sinking speed of the particles. For fixed values of the
other two parameters, the collection efficiency of cylinders was expected to (1) decrease
over some range of increasing Rt, (2) decrease over some range of increasing u/W, and (3)
increase over some range of increasing A. As will be discussed later, the field studies of
Baker et al. (1988) validated the first and second expectations, and field work by Hargrave
and Burns (1979), Gardner (1980b), and Blomqvist and Kofoed (1981) validated expecta-
tion 3.
By whatever path particles enter the trap, their subsequent retention depends on the
flow-field within the trap, which is strongly influenced by its shape (typically cylindrical or
conical), including the presence of baffles, and also by density gradients within the trap as
generated by the use of brines. For example, cylindrical traps with mouth openings smaller
than the cylinder diameter over-collect particles relative to the in situ flux (Gardner, 1980a;
Butman, 1986) because particles swept into the trap by the flow do not easily exit again,
while conical traps tend to under-collect because even those particles which gravitationally
settle (rather than being swept) into the trap can be swept out again by flows which enter
the traps and ‘swirl’ within it with velocities that can exceed those of the approach velocity
(Butman, 1986; Gust et al., 1996). Tilt of the sediment trap changes the flows within the
trap, producing as much as a two-fold over-collection for cylindrical traps tilted either up-
or downstream, and a bias toward smaller particles (Gardner, 1985). Steep funnels at the
bottom of cylindrical traps quickly dampen the eddies entering the trap (Gardner et al.,
1997). Cylindrical trap collection efficiencies depend on cylinder aspect ratios, with height
to diameter ratios of more than 3 and preferably more than 5 required for good collection
efficiency under most ocean current velocities (Hargrave and Burns, 1979; Gardner,
1980b; Blomqvist and Kofoed, 1981; Butman et al., 1986).
The details of the flow within the trap and occurrence of dynamic boundaries between
flowing and still portions of the fluid are important for particle collection, and the
dependence of these internal flow fields on tilt magnitude, tilt direction, trap geometry, and
external flow fields is complex. Results from three major laboratory flume studies of
cylindrical trap particle collection efficiency as a function of horizontal flow velocity
yielded conflicting results (Gardner, 1980a; Butman, 1986; Gust et al., 1996) when
collection efficiency was plotted as a function of the ‘trap Reynolds number’ (Rt; Fig. 2.2).
Laboratory measurements by Gardner (1980a) at low velocities (10 cm s-1) showed no
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Figure 2.2. Upper panel: relative collection efficiency vs. trap Reynolds number (Rt) for the laboratory
study by Butman (1986; Fig. 6b) (open symbols and dashed lines), the field study of Baker et al. (1988)
(solid lines and symbols), and the flume study of Gust et al. (1996). In the Baker et al. (1988) data,
horizontal lines delineate the Rt range for each speed interval; symbols and vertical lines mark the mean
and standard deviation of the relative collection efficiency during each speed interval for four
deployments. Middle panel: flux vs. Rt from Gardner et al. (1997) during a 1-yr oceanic deployment.
Lower panel: particle flux vs. Rt for five consecutive field experiments by Blomqvist and Kofoed
(1981). Experiments lasted 12-30 days and used cylinders with different diameters (which create a
range of Rt for each experiment, as in Butman, 1986) but a constant aspect ratio of 8. Currents were not
measured concurrently, but numerous current measurements at other times were between l-10 cm s-1
(Blomqvist, personal communication, 1988) thus constraining Rt to within one order of magnitude.
significant Rt dependence for cylinders, and a decrease in efficiency with Rt for cones;
however, the flume tests were over a low and limited range of Rt. Butman et al. (1986)
found that collection efficiency of 25 m diameter glass beads decreased with Rt., whereas
Gust et al. (1996) found a sharp increase over the same range of Rt.
The experimental techniques used to expose particles to traps in these three studies
differed considerably. Gardner (1980a) and Butman (1986) allowed particles to encounter
the trap within the flume flow, whereas Gust et al. (1996) released the particles into the trap
through a tube at a velocity that matched the flow velocity of the fluid entering the trap, so
that the impact of the first step of particles naturally encountering the trap in the external
flow field was excluded. Gust et al. (1996) explained the differences between the flume
studies conducted in their manner of manipulating Rt (by changing trap diameter versus
approach velocity) and suggested that Reynolds number similarity was not a valid criterion
for predicting trap efficiency. But Gardner et al. (1997), comparing the flume data with a
wider set of field data (see below), argued that the different result of Gust et al. (1996)
resulted from Gust bypassing the first of the three steps of trap collection. In addition to this
methodological issue, it is probable that particle collection efficiencies cannot be scaled to
properties of the external flow alone (e.g. to Rt), since flow within the trap plays an
important role as do the characteristics of the particles, especially in affecting whether
particles that reach the bottom of the trap can be resuspended and exit.
Many of these laboratory studies have had the objective of determining quantitative
expressions describing sediment trapping efficiencies and thus a path to obtaining accurate
estimates of in situ fluxes from existing sediment trap technologies. Unfortunately, this
objective remains elusive because of the difficulty in controlling hydrodynamic variables
in typical field deployments (e.g. vertical and horizontal velocity, tilt, flow deflection from
trap frames and cables, mooring-generated turbulence, change in trap aspect ratio as brines
are washed out, etc.) and hydrodynamic interactions with the properties of marine particles
(e.g., size, sinking rate, and change(s) as the particles encounter brines and are disrupted or
aggregated by trap flow fields). While it is possible to dynamically scale the flow around
trap models in a flume to traps used in the ocean or lakes, the behavior of complex aquatic
particles and aggregates within the turbulent flow around and inside traps is not yet fully
predictable and is best studied in situ because the particle motions are not easily
represented by scaling. How can we predict the behavior of particles within turbulence
when we cannot model the turbulence itself?
Despite the limitations of controlled laboratory and field experiments, these studies have
suggested certain qualitative aspects of trap collection processes which should be kept in
mind in designing, evaluating and comparing field studies. First and foremost, the higher
the relative advective velocity experienced by a trap, the less likely that its flux will
accurately represent the in situ flux. The relative magnitude of this flux difference is not
possible to specify from the velocity (or Rt) alone. Higher collections can occur if the trap
tilts toward or with the flow, which also biases samples toward smaller particles (Gardner,
1985). Smaller collections can occur if the high velocities wash everything out while the
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trap is deployed or recovered. Tilt is likely to be a function of the full mooring dynamics,
and its evaluation requires that it also be correlated with directional velocities. Designs
which reduce the possibility of wash-out, such as cylinders with high aspect ratios (rather
than low-angle cones), or those which isolate the particles by closing collection cups, can
minimize these problems. The influence of brines to improve retention is controversial,
with laboratory experiments suggesting that complete or partial filling of cylinders with
brine may reduce collections by reducing the aspect ratio of the trap (Gardner and Zhang,
1997); however, field experiments suggest negligible or inconsistent differences from
brine levels (for further discussion see Nodder and Alexander, 1999; Gardner, 2000;
Stanley et al., 2004).
Field experiments provide less control on hydrodynamic variables, but they are a test of
natural sampling conditions and indicate relative fluxes under a variety of conditions.
Several attempts to inter-compare traps of different design in moored and drifting modes
exposed to a range of current speeds have been made (Dymond et al., 1981; Blomqvist and
Kofoed, 1981; Baker et al., 1988; Honjo et al., 1992; Gardner et al., 1997). In the most
carefully monitored and temporally/spatially constrained field experiment, Baker et al.
(1988) showed that in currents  12 cm s-1, the magnitude and characteristics of settling
particles collected in moored cylindrical traps were similar to those collected simulta-
neously in drifting cylindrical traps. When currents ranged between 12-30 cm s-1 (Reyn-
olds numbers from 0.1 - 10 x 104), the moored traps under-trapped by 75-95% compared to
an identical cylindrical trap drifting near the same site during overlapping time periods.
Undertrapping continued at speeds 50 cm s-1 and, at current speeds 12 cm s-1, the mean
size and density of the trapped particulates increased.
This was the first field-derived evidence giving support to the flume-derived observa-
tions (e.g., Butman, 1986) that collection efficiency decreases with increased trap Reyn-
olds number (increased velocity) or a decrease in particle sinking speed (Fig. 2.2). Over a
narrower range of Reynolds numbers (0.2 to 4.4 x 104) in an open ocean experiment,
Gardner et al. (1997) found no statistically significant change in flux (Fig. 2.2), and no
influence of horizontal flux of particulate matter on trap collections using cylindrical traps
with an interior cone; however, the temporal conditions were not as well constrained as
those of Baker et al. (1988). The data of Blomqvist and Kofoed (1981) are replotted in
Figure 2.2 and show no significant variation in flux as a function of trap Reynolds number.
Using a conical trap design in a field experiment, Gust et al. (1992) found that traps with
higher approach velocities registered higher mass fluxes. They reported 0.5 m vertical
excursions with a 10 s period during deployment, and this and tilt could have affected their
results. Bonnin et al. (2002, 2006) deployed cylindrical traps with a concentrating cone at
the bottom near the seafloor and found no increase in trapping rates as a function of
Reynolds number over the same range of trap Reynolds numbers. These varying results
may in part derive from the different trap designs, but also from differences in the full
mooring configurations, deployment conditions, and the characteristics of ambient par-
ticles. Except for one field study with conical traps (Gust et al., 1992), all other field studies
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show either no increase or a decrease in trapping efficiency as a function of Reynolds
number.
The results obtained from laboratory and field measurements favor a decrease or no
change in trap efficiency with Reynolds number and suggest that the methodology of the
Gust et al. (1996) flume experiments and resulting theory needs re-examination. Still,
methodological differences (trap types, mooring types, etc.) and/or varying physical and
particle characteristics make extrapolation from any one study to all conditions tenuous.
This is an important point and emphasizes that collection efficiencies should not be
considered to be representative of hydrodynamic conditions alone, but arise from the
interaction of collection conditions and particle properties (density, size, sinking rates,
particle integrity, etc.). Thus progress in understanding hydrodynamic biases requires
progress in understanding particle properties (see Section 2d).
c. Progress in avoiding the hydrodynamic problem
Many investigators have made efforts to improve surface-tethered, drifting trap designs
to reduce mooring line motions and to attempt to achieve true Lagrangian drift conditions,
including the use of sub-surface drogues, small surface floats, and elastic elements
(bungees) to dampen surface motions (e.g. GOFS, 1989; Nodder et al., 2001). The single
most important advance in avoiding the effects of hydrodynamic biases has been the
development of NBSTs (Fig. 2.3.; Asper, 1996; Buesseler et al., 2000; Valdes and Price,
2000; Lampitt et al., 2004; Stanley et al., 2004; Valdes and Buesseler, 2006). A design
based on the adaptation of profiling floats to carry cylindrical tubes similar to surface
tethered PITs (Valdes and Price, 2000) has now been used in comparative studies with
traditional surface-tethered PITs in four separate field programs in Bermuda (in two
seasons in 1997, Buesseler et al., 2000; and again in 2001, Stanley et al., 2004).
Deployment conditions in Bermuda were benign, with average measured current velocities
across the traditional BATS program surface-tethered PITs of  5 or at most 8 cm s-1, and
shorter periods of higher velocities reaching 10-15 cm s-1 during the multi-day deploy-
ments (Buesseler et al., 2000; Stanley et al., 2004), and short period wind waves of less
than 1 m in amplitude (Buesseler et al., unpublished data).
Bulk fluxes of mass and POC were statistically indistinguishable in the NBST and PITs
in Bermuda under these conditions, and generally within the range of variations among
different individual tubes on each trap of approximately 20 to 30% (Buesseler et al., 2000;
Stanley et al., 2004). This is reassuring because it suggests that at low velocities there may
not be a large hydrodynamic effect on the mass flux measured with surface-tethered,
drifting traps, though this is not proof that the true in situ flux has been measured. The
fluxes were also reasonable in comparison to historical studies at the site; however, there
were differences in the details of component fluxes with more swimmers, fecal pellets and
234Th by factors of 2 to 3 in the PIT than the NBST traps (Buesseler et al., 2000). The
higher swimmer and fecal pellet collections in surface-tethered PITS can perhaps be
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attributed to a greater ability of swimmers to find, or be swept into the PITs, because of
their additional mooring components, associated turbulence and advective flow (see
Section 3). The higher 234Th collections are less easy to rationalize because 234Th is not
associated to any great degree with swimmers, but instead could derive from a hypoth-
esized association of Th with small, slowly sinking particles that may have been
over-collected by the PITs due to aggregation within the trap (Buesseler et al., 2000). This
suggests that normalization of bulk fluxes with 234Th may require consideration of
variations in both collection efficiency and particle composition as functions of sinking rate
(see Section 5c.i). Other differences between the NBST and PITs included variations in Si,
Ca, Al, and Ba fluxes and, for one deployment period, PON (but not POC), suggesting that
sorting of different particle types occurred (Stanley et al., 2004).
In addition to NBSTs, which collect and return samples, there has been successful
development of neutrally buoyant packages that optically characterize relative particle
abundances in situ, and profile to the surface to telemeter the data. These efforts have built
on earlier work that sought to estimate particle sinking rates from in situ cameras either on
tethers or deployed from under-water vehicles (e.g., Asper, 1987; Lampitt et al., 1993;
Pilskaln et al., 1998). Recent advances with profiling floats equipped with satellite
Figure 2.3. Photos of two neutrally buoyant traps used successfully to collect sinking particles in the
ocean. (a) NBST (Valdes and Price, 2000; Valdes and Buesseler, 2006). (b) PELAGRA (Lampitt
et al., 2004).
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data-transmission include the ability to characterize relative variations in sinking fluxes
from changes in transmission measured with upward looking light beams (Bishop et al.,
2004), and to measure particle sizes and estimate fluxes using upward looking cameras
(Bishop et al., 2006). These approaches offer promise for much greater spatial and
temporal coverage of particle fluxes than can be achieved with sample return missions with
traditional traps, but await validation and calibration against other flux proxies.
d. Progress in correcting for hydrodynamic biases
As discussed above, much effort has been focused on assessing the scope of biases and
their relation to field conditions. A major advance in this regard has been to apply
radionuclide studies to assess collections efficiencies. This work, discussed in detail in
Section 5c, suggests that traps both under- and over-collect the in situ flux in different
deployment conditions. Correction of trap fluxes is, in principle, possible using the
radionuclide technique, although there remains considerable work to address the degree to
which the radionuclides (230Th, 234Th, 210Pb, etc.) are distributed across all particle types,
and thus whether different radionuclides are collected with different efficiencies than are
other flux components.
The only other major effort to develop a means to correct measured fluxes to obtain
estimates of in situ fluxes is that of Gust and Kozerski (2000). By carefully controlling flow
velocity in a river using a weir, these researchers compared collections and particle size
distributions from cylinders of different diameters to calibrate a model of collection
efficiency based on the extent of retention of particles that are swept into the cylinders in
the eddy that forms above the cylinder (as described in Section 2a above). They concluded
that the model holds for the riverine particles in quantitative agreement with results from
glass beads released into traps in the laboratory (Gust et al., 1996), and suggested that the
deployment of several cylinders of different diameter may offer a path to the retrieval of in
situ fluxes. However, this approach depends on the Gust et al. (1996) collection efficiency
model, which disagrees with all other field or flume studies using cylindrical traps
(Fig. 2.2). Those studies included comparison of flux collection by traps of different
diameters (Blomqvist and Kofoed, 1981) and did not reveal the variations expected by the
model of Gust et al. (1996). Other aspects of the Gust and Kozerski (2000) approach are
also open to debate, including the relation between collection of particles on a flat plat and
within a cylinder, as discussed along with other concerns about these methods in
Sukhodolov et al. (2003).
We conclude that there is not yet a clear path to the correction of hydrodynamic biases to
provide an unequivocal measure of in situ sinking particle fluxes. Such a correction would
have to be based on an experimental setup that gives a reproducible and realistic
dependence of flux on approach velocity. Then the correction could be modeled following
the procedures proposed by Gust et al. (1996), which could lead to a path of predicting
mass flux for every particle class. But given the complexities of moored trap and
surface-tethered trap dynamics, the development of corrections at this moment does not
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appear as promising as approaches that minimize the hydrodynamic problem in the first
place, such as the use of neutrally-buoyant traps as discussed above.
Finally we note that, for so many aspects of sediment trap particle collection, the
problem of potentially biased collection of particles depends not only on trap hydrodynam-
ics, but also on particle characteristics. A general review of new techniques to characterize
particle properties is beyond our scope, but we briefly mention a few techniques that
measure properties of clear importance to trap function. These include,
● SPLITT — a device to separate particles by their sinking rates in a thin laminar-flow
between rigid plates, (Gustafsson et al., 2000; discussed further in Section 5);
● elutriation — the fractionation of particles as they settle through a series of conical
funnels with upward flowing water circulation (Peterson et al., 2005);
● separation of particles in situ by differential settling in a cylindrical settling trap using
indented-rotating-sphere (IRS) sediment traps (Peterson et al., 2005; Trull et al.,
2006). The IRS traps were originally designed to exclude zooplankton swimmers (see
Section 3) by using a sphere within the cylindrical trap that collects particles on its
upper surface and then rotates (typically every 15 minutes) to dump the particles (but
not the swimmers) into a funnel that leads to a carousel of collection tubes below
(Peterson et al., 1993). To separate particles by sinking velocity, the sphere rotates
less frequently (e.g. every 6 hours), and after each rotation the carousel is rotated
rapidly to collect particles separated by the duration of their 1 meter fall within the
internal funnel. As an example, particles can be separated into fractions sinking faster
than approximately 800, 400, 200, 100, 50, 25, etc. meters per day. Up to 11 fractions
can be collected, and repeating the 6-hour collection and carousel rotation cycle many
times allows many particles to be obtained.
● the use of viscous polyacrylamide gels in sediment traps to gently decelerate particles
and isolate them so that in situ sizes, shapes, and structures can be examined (Waite
and Nodder, 2001; Trull and Ebersbach, 2007)
There are of course many other methods for the characterization of marine particle
composition. Our main message is that every effort to characterize particles will benefit
flux estimates and the assessment of hydrodynamic biases that may affect those estimates.
e. Other hydrodynamic considerations, particle source regions for traps
On a broader scale, an additional complexity of evaluating particle flux measurements in
the field is the mesoscale variability of particle production and lateral advection, as well as
the influence of advection on particle aggregation (Legendre and LeFevre, 1989; Deuser et
al., 1990; Siegel et al., 1990; Siegel and Deuser, 1997). Such large-scale mesoscale
dynamics may greatly influence interpretation of the area and time of origin of the
collected particles (i.e. the “statistical funnel”). Siegel et al. (1990) carried out a Lagran-
gian analysis of a particle sinking through a random eddy field in order to evaluate effects
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of horizontal diffusion and particle sinking rate on the particle fluxes collected by an
idealized sediment trap. They showed that sinking particle fluxes are spread out by the
eddy field as they leave the surface, and that this spreading is greater for slow-sinking than
fast-sinking particles. This means that the production of large, rapidly sinking particulates
such as aggregates and zooplankton fecal pellets would be more representative of local
conditions directly above the traps, whereas the smaller collected particles originating from
the slowly sinking pool of finer materials will be averaged over much greater distances
from the sampling site. For the same reasons, for particles with identical sinking rates,
deeper traps would be collecting material that has been produced over a larger area. These
effects are particularly pronounced for moored traps in the deep sea, which can have
particle source areas from distant regions that are as large as hundreds of square kilometers
for slowly-sinking particles. The scale of the source region and its influence on trap
collections must be evaluated in each case, by examination of currents, eddies, and particle
source regions. Recent studies have used remote sensing of ocean color and currents to
evaluate particle source regions to deep moored traps (e.g. Waniek et al., 2005; Nodder et
al., 2007). At the same time, new high-resolution measurements of large aggregate
distribution in the northeastern Atlantic suggest that some flux events could be rapid and
localized in a small area (Guidi et al., 2007).
Near-surface traps are less influenced by these effects, because there is less time for
differential settling to separate particles, or to supply particles from large distances, but the
shorter deployments of shallow traps exacerbates another aspect of the statistical sampling
of particle source regions. The short time periods that apply to most trap collections mean
that only a small portion of the “statistical funnel” is sampled and that can also induce
biases if particle production is variable in the local region either spatially or temporally
(Siegel et al., 1990; Siegel and Deuser, 1997). Thus there is a need to estimate particle
sources from small-scale production and advection variations and to make some estimate
of particle sinking rates. A recent assessment of surface-tethered and neutrally-buoyant
free-drifting traps at station ALOHA north of Hawaii found collection areas 5 to 10 km
in radial extent that were displaced horizontally from the trap location by distances of order
10 to 40 km for traps at depths of 150 to 500m and sinking rates of 50 to 200 m d-1 (Fields
et al., 2006; Siegel et al., 2007).
These considerations emphasize that when traps are used to characterize the specific
biological inputs and origins of organic particles in the export flux in relation to, for
example, primary or secondary production in the water column, great care should be taken
in interpreting trap-derived data, including detailed consideration of particle source
regions, their spatial and temporal variability, and the mesoscale eddy advective field in the
same water column over the traps. In this regard, the calibration of traps using radionu-
clides or mass balances for nutrient elements (see Section 5) must take into account the
appropriate time and space scales of these variations. In our present context of evaluating
collection efficiencies in the field, these environmental variations add uncertainty to these
efforts.
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3. Zooplankton swimmers
a. The swimmer issue
Zooplankton affect particle flux in the sea in a number of ways; they create or
aggregate particles by feeding and producing sinking fecal pellets, disaggregate
sinking particles by their feeding or swimming activities, remineralize sinking par-
ticles through their feeding and metabolism, and actively transport particulate and
dissolved organic matter from the surface to depth by vertical migration (e.g., Fowler
and Knauer, 1986; Angel, 1989; Longhurst et al., 1990; Steinberg et al., 1997;
Schnetzer and Steinberg, 2002; Goldthwait et al., 2004). An important way that
zooplankton affect our ability to accurately measure particle flux in the sea, however,
is their uninvited presence in sediment traps.
The term “swimmers” refers to metazoan zooplankton (and occasionally small fish) that
are thought to actively enter sediment traps. The added material from these zooplankton
can significantly increase the total mass of particles in traps, and can pose significant
problems in measuring the flux of many chemical parameters as well (Knauer et al., 1979;
Lee et al., 1988; Karl and Knauer, 1989). Thus, swimmers should be removed and not
included in the calculation of flux; unfortunately in some studies this is not done or is done
inappropriately. The swimmer problem generally decreases with depth, with shallow
sediment traps containing more swimmers than deep traps (Lee et al., 1988), mainly
because zooplankton and micronekton biomass decreases exponentially with depth (Vino-
gradov, 1972; Angel and Baker, 1982). Most of the swimmers are crustaceans, such as
copepods, amphipods, and euphausiids (Steinberg et al., 1998), which are relatively easy to
recognize and remove. However, there are a number of delicate gelatinous zooplankton
such as siphonophores and larvaceans, termed “cryptic swimmers,” which may break apart
upon entering a trap and are difficult to see and remove (Michaels et al., 1990). Swimmer
products, such as the mucous feeding webs or “houses” of larvaceans that may have
entered the trap with the animal, are difficult to distinguish from the rest of the detritus
(Michaels et al., 1990; Silver et al., 1991). One example of a trap sample before and after
swimmer removal is shown in Figure 3.1. It should be recognized that swimmer abun-
dances and types are highly variable; therefore, simple extrapolation from one site to a
different set of conditions is not possible. Likewise there is no single swimmer correction
algorithm, and methods developed to remove swimmers in one setting may not be
appropriate at another site (see Section 3d).
b. Progress in understanding the scope of swimmer biases
A comparison of the quantity of detrital and swimmer carbon caught in sediment traps
illustrates how important the removal of swimmers is to the accurate measurement of
particle fluxes. Over a range of flux environments, swimmer contributions are highly
variable and make up 14-90% of the total POC caught in traps (Table 1). In low flux
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Figure 3.1. Sediment trap sample before picking swimmers (upper photo) and after picking (lower
photo). Sample from 150 m PIT from station ALOHA in North Pacific subtropical gyre.
Magnification  40x. c-copepod; e-egg; f-foraminifera; fp-fecal pellet; p-pteropod. (Note- some
particles moved in or out of view during picking process, e.g., additional larger egg and detritus in
bottom image; photographs by S.E. Wilson).
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environments, such as the North Atlantic gyre (BATS) and the oligotrophic Arctic Ocean,
swimmers constitute the highest proportion of the carbon flux, with swimmer carbon an
order of magnitude higher than detrital carbon. In more eutrophic environments such as
Monterey Bay off the U.S. west coast, or the NW Mediterranean Sea, swimmer C is still
substantial but does not constitute as high a proportion of the total flux. Swimmers are also
more of a problem in shallow compared to deep sediment traps. The average contribution
of swimmer C to total sediment trap C in shallow traps (200 m or less) is 30 - 90%, while in
deeper traps (z  450-1000 m) it ranges from 24 - 47%.
While poisons (e.g., mercuric chloride) and preservatives (e.g., formaldehyde) are
effective in inhibiting microbial activity and killing zooplankton entering sediment traps,
poisoned or preserved traps also collect more swimmers than unpoisoned traps (Knauer et
al., 1984; Lee and Cronin, 1984; Lee et al., 1992). Swimmers entering unpoisoned traps
may feed on material in the trap (Lee et al., 1988). Some of this material would then be
remineralized through the animal’s metabolism, thus causing an underestimate of the true
flux. A 43% loss of carbon over a two-week period in an unpoisoned sediment trap at 3 m
in a shallow lake was assumed to be a result of zooplankton feeding, although the loss was
less, 2-3%, at deeper depths of 8.5 m and 10.5 m (Lee et al., 1987). In unpoisoned traps,
live zooplankton may also disrupt aggregates and alter the size spectrum of particles
collected, or break apart particles and release DOM. Zooplankton swimmers can also
release fecal pellets directly in the trap, either resulting from feeding previously outside the
trap, or from ingesting particles within the trap, which can alter the chemical composition
of trap material.
More commonly, traps are poisoned and brine solutions are used in the bottom of the
collection tube or cups to inhibit diffusive loss of poison during deployment. As a
consequence, upon sinking into the toxic brine copepods can herniate releasing their
stomach contents, and thus cause a significant apparent increase in pigment flux (Peterson
and Dam, 1990; see Section 4).
Another bias not resulting from swimmers being directly inside the trap, is anecdotal
evidence of fecal pellets inside traps originating from either barnacles or other encrusting
organisms growing on the mooring line above the trap opening, or from fish attracted to the
line. Shallow traps may be particularly subject to epifaunal growth problems, both above
and inside the trap opening. In this regard, the common use of short deployments of only a
few days in the upper ocean avoids epifaunal growth problems. An interesting observation
has been reported of large numbers of postlarval ophiuroids (brittle stars) collected by
deep-sea sediment traps on the NE Atlantic continental slope (Lampitt et al., 2002). The
ophiuroids became progressively larger with time (sampling interval was 7 days, over a 3.5
month period), suggesting feeding and growth within the collection funnel, before
eventually falling into the preservative below. Ophiuroids contributed up to 7% at 1,000 m
and almost 30% at 1,400 m of the total daily POC flux, and based on requirements for
growth and respiration, were estimated to consume up to 16% of the daily POC flux in the
trap.
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c. Progress in avoiding the swimmer problem
The best method to reduce a flux bias due to swimmers would be to create a sediment
trap that somehow decreases the number of swimmers collected. Karl and Knauer (1989)
used screens at the mouth of sediment traps to exclude swimmers before they entered the
traps and suggest a ratio method using replicate screened vs. non-screened traps to
calculate a swimmer-free flux. However, other studies have shown that screened traps still
have an abundance of smaller swimmers, and collect less aggregate material than
non-screened traps (Michaels et al., 1990). It is also not known if the particulate material
passing through the screened and unscreened traps is qualitatively different (Silver et al.,
1991). It has been suggested that baffles at the mouth of sediment traps, used to minimize
turbulence, can also act as swimmer deterrents (Martin et al. unpublished results cited in
GOFS, 1989); however, this hypothesis has not been supported by a more recent
comparison of numbers of swimmers in baffled and un-baffled cylindrical traps (Nodder
and Alexander, 1999).
Another possibility researchers have considered is that not all swimmers actively swim
into traps but instead act as “surfers” that are carried into traps as a result of flow into and
out of the mouth of the trap (Buesseler et al., 2000; see Section 2). As mentioned
previously, the NBST is a free vehicle that flows with the currents and thus minimizes
internal flow (Valdes and Price, 2000). In the first deployments of the NBSTs, significantly
fewer swimmers were caught in the NBSTs (16% of the net, or 14% of the gross POC flux )
than in the standard PIT traps (50-250% of net, 28-77% of gross POC flux) (Buesseler et
al., 2000; Table 1). However, recent data have indicated mixed results, with swimmers in
NBSTs occasionally higher than in PITs (Table 1). Further tests of the NBSTs are
underway, but the impact on reduced internal flow and thus collection of “surfers” will
likely vary with hydrodynamic conditions and zooplankton variability.
Several different traps have been designed for segregating swimmers from sinking
detritus prior to entering the sample collection area at the bottom of the trap. The “labyrinth
of doom” cylindrical sediment trap contains a series of internal funnels designed to
separate the active, randomly swimming zooplankton from the trap sample (Coale, 1990).
Analysis of the amino acid C content of the inner (trap sample) and outer (containing
swimmers) collection tubes indicated that 26-65% of the swimmers were successfully
separated from the sample at VERTEX 3 and 4 sites in the Pacific (Lee et al., 1988;
Wakeham and Lee, 1989; Coale, 1990). Another trap similar in design to the labyrinth of
doom also segregates swimmers from sinking particles with a series of funnels and plates
(Hansell and Newton, 1994). The efficiency with which swimmers were excluded from the
particle collection chamber in this trap was  70% for copepods in coastal waters, but only
37-72% for copepods in open ocean waters.
Another swimmer avoidance trap contains a microprocessor-controlled indented rotat-
ing sphere (IRS) valve designed to keep swimmers separate from the lower part of the trap
(Peterson et al., 1993). When rotated, indentations on the surface of the sphere allow the
collected sinking particles to fall into the lower collection chamber, but not active
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swimming zooplankton. The IRS valve reduced mass flux 850 m, which was almost
exclusively large zooplankton, by an average of 88%, and small zooplankton  850 m by
80% (estimated by reduced pigments, amino acids, and lipids in valved compared to
non-valved traps; Peterson et al., 1993). A potential problem with the IRS design is when
detritus remains on the surface of the sphere before the sphere is rotated (generally every
0.25- 1h in swimmer avoidance mode; Peterson et al., 1993), sinking materials could be
consumed by visiting zooplankton and will continue to be degraded by bacteria until the
detritus drops into the poisoned brine below (Andrews et al., 2006). More careful study of
the IRS design under differing conditions is warranted, as it offers a high degree of
swimmer exclusion, and any method that can exclude swimmers directly is preferred over
post sampling removal.
d. Progress in correcting for swimmer biases
The “art and Zen” of swimmer removal is a tricky (and sticky) business for two main
reasons. The first is that conceptually there is a spectrum of what should be considered a
zooplankton swimmer and removed. The second is the widely varying methodology for
use in swimmer removal (if it is even done at all) that can result in significant differences in
measurement of flux. Each is examined below.
i. What should be considered a swimmer? There is arguably a spectrum of swimmers
caught in sediment traps, with true intruders at one end of the spectrum, and genuine
associates of detritus that arguably should be included in the flux at the other end (Silver
and Gowing, 1991). Active intruders that swim into traps and die in poisoned traps are
appropriately not included in the flux and should be removed. Vertical migrators may get
caught in sediment traps and although their descent is a downward flux, most of these
organisms also ascend to the surface waters again as part of the diel cycle so they should be
removed. Sinking eggs or other non-motile life history stages are difficult to handle as
presumably they would eventually hatch and the motile stage return to surface waters.
Some eggs enter traps attached to swimmers (e.g., copepod egg sacs, see Figure 3.1) but
become dislodged when the animal enters a trap, and therefore should be removed.
Unfortunately, many eggs can be difficult to remove as they are often small and can adhere
to sticky particles, so for practical reasons eggs are often included as part of the sinking
flux.
Moribund or dead organisms are arguably part of the flux and should be included, but it
is difficult to determine which organisms were already dead upon entering a trap. Some
researchers do not remove animals that appear to have been dead for some time (e.g.,
copepods with almost no insides and appear almost as a molt), while others remove all
because of the difficulty of determining whether they were dead or alive when they entered
the trap.
The microbial community on particles such as bacteria and small protozoa derive their
nutrition from the particle (Gowing, 1986; Silver and Gowing, 1991) and are included in
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flux measurements (also for practical reasons, as they can not be removed). There are also a
number of taxa of metazoan zooplankton that associate with and remineralize detritus, and
thus could be included as part of the flux (Steinberg et al., 1998). These include the
copepod genera Oncaea and Corycaeus, some harpacticoid copepods (e.g., genus Microse-
tella), calanoid copepods in the family Scolecitrichidae, and some worms (nematodes and
polychaetes) and hyperiid amphipods (Alldredge, 1976; Ohtsuka et al., 1993; Steinberg et
al., 1994; Shanks and Walters, 1997; Kiørboe, 2000). These zooplankton “detrital
associates” on average made up less than 2%, and a maximum of 11% of the total POC flux
at 450 m in Monterey Bay, California (Steinberg et al., 1998). There is still much to learn
about these metazoan decomposer communities, and making decisions about which
metazoan decomposer taxa should be included requires taxonomic expertise.
ii. Removal of swimmers by picking or screening. It is very difficult to remove swimmers
without removing some of the organic detritus adhering to them (Lee et al., 1988). Particles
adhering to setae on the antennae of copepods and to sticky gelatinous zooplankton are
particularly difficult to remove (Steinberg, pers. obs.). Thus, not removing swimmers will
overestimate flux while complete removal of swimmers, if there are attached detrital
particles, will underestimate flux. The extent that swimmer removal methods are a source
of error will likely vary with size spectrum and the species present (D. Karl, in Gardner,
2000).
Swimmers that should be removed from sediment trap material are listed in Table 2.
This is not an exhaustive list as traps in some areas may contain other more rarely collected
groups (e.g., flatworms, re-suspended benthic larvae, etc.). As a general rule, if the animal
swims (automotive) then it should be picked. However, some of the groups in this list are
troublesome. For example, pteropod (see Fig. 3.1) and heteropod shells with the animal
inside do not belong in the trap, whereas empty shells do (Harbison and Gilmer, 1986;
Gardner, 2000). Because this is often so difficult to tell it is suggested to pick all shells.
Crustacean molts should not be picked, but as discussed above this can be hard to
determine for some crustacea (e.g. some taxa of copepods) which have very transparent
carapaces. Egg sacs from copepods are usually assumed to enter attached to a swimmer and
then dislodged so they are picked. One notable benefit to carefully removing swimmers
from trap material is that foreign material, such as hard, black soot particles from smoke
stacks of the ship, lint, or tiny paint chips, can be recognized and removed which is
particularly important for subsequent trace element analysis. Note that there is also a “real”
black carbon flux that does not originate from the smoke stack of the local research vessel,
but rather enters surface waters via long-range atmospheric transport and therefore is found
in open ocean trap samples (Masiello and Druffel, 1998; Middelburg et al., 1999).
The methods for swimmer removal vary widely and several are listed in Table 3. Screens
are commonly used as a first step (or only step) during processing to remove swimmers.
The sample is placed through a large mesh sieve to remove large swimmers (several
hundred micron mesh screen). Sometimes a second, smaller mesh screen is used. In some
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cases screening is all that is done, or the screen is picked under a binocular microscope. For
the latter, a magnification of at least 50x is typically used. Large particles such as salp fecal
pellets, large diatoms or diatom chains, and large aggregates are removed from the screen
and added back to the sample. Failure to return these large detrital components to the flux
sample will lead to an underestimate of the true flux.
As an alternative (or in addition) to screening, swimmers are picked off filtered trap
samples or directly from trap solution under a binocular microscope. The latter allows dark
field illumination to be used, which is particularly useful for seeing cryptic swimmers
(Michaels et al., 1990). Picking conditions and time spent on each sample (10’s of minutes
to several hours) vary widely, however, and the expertise required to identify and remove
all swimmers from upper ocean traps can be considerable. Thus some consider picking to
be the preferred swimmer removal method since, if done properly, it removes only
identifiable swimmer components; however, other investigators prefer screening as it is an
operational procedure that requires considerably less time and expertise.
A comparison of swimmer removal methods used at the BATS and HOT stations
illustrates the difference in flux measurements at one site made with screening or picking
(Table 4). Replicate PIT tubes were deployed at 150 m at the BATS site for the standard 4
day deployment. Swimmers were removed from one trap using the BATS method by
picking from filters under 120x and then 250x magnification. Swimmers were removed
from the second PIT trap tube using the HOT protocol of screening through a 350 m mesh
(with no picking). The POC flux using picking for swimmer removal method was on
average 60% lower than screening, and the PON flux after picking 30% lower than after
screening (Table 4). That the C,N ratio was also different (C,N by weight  5.9 with
picking, 7.8 with screening) indicates swimmer removal method can affect the chemical
composition of the material analyzed. It is surprising, however, that the C,N ratio of trap
samples with presumably less swimmers (picked samples) is lower, since the C,N ratio of
zooplankton is generally lower than that of detritus (e.g., 5.0 for mesozooplankton at
BATS and HOT; Landry et al., 2001; Madin et al., 2001) and thus the opposite trend would
be expected. While this finding requires further investigation, it does suggest caution in
Table 2. Examples of swimmer taxa that should be removed from sediment traps.
Crustacean zooplankton Gelatinous zooplankton Other
Amphipods Cheatognaths Amphioxus (Lancelet eel)
Copepods and copepod nauplii Ctenophores Bivalve and gastropod larvae (including
shells)
Crustacean larvae (Barnacle, Crab, etc.) Doliolids Copepod egg sacs
Euphausiids Heteropods and all pieces of shells Fish larvae
Mysids Larvaceans (Appendicularians) Polychaetes and polychaete larvae
Ostracods Medusae (Hydrozoa and Scyphozoa) Tintinnids
Shrimps Pteropods and all pieces of shells
Salps
Siphonophores
Adapted from the Bermuda Atlantic Time-series Study—BATS
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choice of swimmer removal methods, as the method may impact apparent flux estimates
using upper ocean traps.
There will be different requirements for swimmer removal depending on the ocean
system studied. In general, traps deployed in shallow (within top 200 m) or coastal
eutrophic environments will collect more swimmers than in deep traps or those collecting
in oligotrophic environments. Screening is often used for deep sediment traps (Table 3)
as many of the swimmers are large and can be readily removed using screens.
Swimmers caught in shallower and in oligotrophic environments tend to be smaller,
and traps used there will require picking to remove all the swimmers. In general,
thorough documentation on trap sample composition, more standardized swimmer
removal protocols, and continued development of swimmer avoidance traps are
important aspects that need to be considered in order to improve our estimates of in situ
particle flux (see Section 6).
4. Solubilization
a. The solubilization issue
As pointed out in previous sections of this review, hydrodynamic effects and swimmers
potentially bias the collection of sinking particles due to processes taking place around and
within the trap. Also, once particles are collected in the sample collection cups (at the
bottom of conical traps) or tubes (in the case of cylindrical traps), they may be further
modified in ways that affect the measurement of elemental concentrations and thus the
apparent sinking flux. The term “solubilization” describes the loss of a proportion of
elements from the particulate phase to the overlying supernatant. Processes that impact the
degree of solubilization from particles include trap depth, particle type, sample age prior to
processing, handling effects and poison/preservative used. To the extent that the element in
question undergoes solubilization, and to the extent that the degree of loss differs between
Table 4. Comparison of 150 m sediment trap fluxes measured on replicate BATS PIT sediment traps
using the BATS (picked) vs. HOT (screened) protocols for swimmer removal.
Date
(month/year)
POC
(mg C m2 d1) Flux
PON
(mg N m2 d1) flux
Picked Screened Picked Screened
8/92 21.4 33.1 2.6 3.9
5/95 27.2 48.3 5.3 5.6
6/95 23.1 34.5 4.3 4.9
7/95 21.3 36.9 3.7 4.2
8/95 21.9 35.3 4.4 5.1
9/95 21.4 38.5 2.6 5.1
Mean 22.7 37.8 3.8 4.8
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elements, not accounting for this process can underestimate both the absolute level of flux
as well as the elemental stoichiometry of export.
Solubilization in traps has always been of concern (Gardner et al., 1983; Knauer et al.,
1984), but a systematic study of its effect on measurements of the major elements in traps
has only recently been undertaken (Antia, 2005). However, even when poisons and
preservatives were used as a way to minimize changes in particles during long trap
deployments and storage periods (Lee et al., 1992), a number of observations continued to
suggest that some form of solubilization was taking place after sample collection. The most
direct evidence for solubilization has been the observation of an increase in the concentra-
tion of dissolved elements in the supernatant overlying the trap particulate samples. This
increase in dissolved elements, henceforth called the “excess elemental concentration” is
measured against a sample of the solution used to fill the trap collection cups/tubes at
deployment (i.e. generally this is filtered or artificial seawater with added poison,
preservatives, and/or buffers). In deep-water moorings (where swimmer abundances are
low and passively sinking particles account for the bulk of material collected in the trap
cup), this excess elemental concentration is assumed to have originated from the sinking
particle pool and can be used to correct for total flux (summarized in Antia, 2005). The
cause of the excess elemental concentration (e.g. leaching of pore fluids or particle
degradation) is essentially irrelevant to the correction, since in either case the elements are
associated with sinking particles and will be missed by not measuring the soluble pools.
A complicating factor in upper ocean sediment traps is that zooplankton swimmers often
dominate mass in the collection cups, equaling or exceeding the passive flux (Section 3;
Table 1). Since excretion, defecation, herniation and/or leaching of swimmer body mass
into the trap supernatant can be the dominant contributions to dissolved elements in the
supernatant, the excess elemental concentration cannot be ascribed to solubilization of
sinking particles alone. In addition, the ratio of particles to supernatant is low in traps with
a small diameter and short deployment periods typical of upper ocean studies, as compared
to large area conical traps used for longer time-series deployments in the deep ocean.
Additionally, deployment of open trap tubes, where mixing during deployment and
recovery can take place, would alter supernatant concentrations within the tubes. Thus
while shallow traps collect particles that are expected to be more labile, with potential for
greater or more rapid solubilization, it is much more difficult to assess solubilization with
the open tube designs used to minimize hydrodynamic biases in the upper ocean. Hence in
this section we also examine evidence from deep traps where the impact of solubilization
on fluxes has been better documented.
b. Progress in understanding solubilization
Excess elemental concentration attributed to solubilization in traps has been reported for
individual elements in a number of studies, namely for carbon and nitrogen (Gardner et al.,
1983; Hansell and Newton, 1994; Honjo et al., 1995; Noji et al., 1999; Ka¨hler and
Bauerfeind, 2001) amino acids (Lee and Cronin, 1984; Lee et al., 1992), fatty acids
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(Kortzinger et al., 1994), phosphorus (Knauer et al., 1984; von Bodungen et al., 1991;
O’Neill et al., 2005), dissolved inorganic nitrogen (primarily ammonium; Knauer et al.,
1990; von Bodungen et al., 1991), silicate (von Bodungen et al., 1991; Bauerfeind et al.,
1997; Antia et al., 1999) and trace metals (Knauer et al., 1984; Pohl et al., 2004).
The excess elemental concentration in traps can be ascribed to at least four main
processes. First, marine aggregates have pore fluids that are generally enriched with
dissolved organic and inorganic nutrients over surrounding seawater (factors of  1 up to
several hundred; Simon et al., 2002; Brzezinski et al., 1997; Alldredge, 2000). After
sedimentation in the trap cups, diffusion causes a net loss of dissolved elements from the
aggregates. The emphasis on using traps to measure “particle flux” has meant that this
particle associated “dissolved flux” is commonly neglected, though its importance as an
elemental pool is recognized (Alldredge, 2000). The time scales of passive leaching of
interstitial fluids in sediment traps are poorly known, and depend on the element in
question and its affinity to particles. This attention to time scales is important, as the impact
of dissolved pore fluids as a vector for sinking flux will be determined by the balance
between in situ particle degradation rates and sinking speed (i.e. time required to build up
pore fluids carried into traps on particles) and diffusion and exchange rates in the trap (i.e.
loss rates to supernatant post collection).
Secondly, free bacterial exoenzymes may continue to produce dissolved material within
the sample. The extent to which this takes place is unclear, and depends on the type and
concentration of poison or preservative added to the traps. In unpoisoned traps, enzymatic
activity will continue to both degrade particles and modify the dissolved and colloidal
compounds. Measurements of the hydrolization of particulate amino acids in surface
marine snow indicate rapid turnover times ranging from 0.2 to 2.1 days (Smith et al.,
1992), pointing to the need to poison the traps and a preference for rapid sample
processing.
The third source of excess elemental concentrations in trap supernatants are zooplankton
swimmers. Zooplankton may herniate (if brines are used), defecate, and leach dissolved
organic and inorganic compounds into the trap cups (see Section 3), and either swim out
(of unpoisoned traps) or die in the samples where their carcasses may leach an array of
particle-reactive metals and organic molecules into the sample. While defecation by
swimmers is quite rapid, the time scales of solubilization releases from dead swimmers can
vary from hours to days. Reinfelder et al. (1993) found solubilization of metals associated
with zooplankton carcasses took between 1 and 10 days (half-retention times) in unpoi-
soned samples, whereas Noji et al. (1999) found rapid release of DOC from zooplankton
within 2 days, but ceasing after 10 days. Interestingly, in the latter study the addition of
mercuric chloride to the samples did not alter DOC release rates compared to unpoisoned
samples.
The extent of swimmer contributions to excess elemental concentrations in supernatant
varies greatly. In one study from the European continental margin, time-integrated
swimmer carbon was ca. 10% of the passive carbon flux; if swimmers egested/leached ca.
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20% of their body carbon into the traps, the effect would add a maximum of 2% to the
carbon flux estimate (Antia, 2005). In other studies, the extent of swimmer contributions to
POC flux and hence excess DOC can be 5 times higher, even in mid/deep water traps
(Table 1).
Fourth, physical-chemical processes, such as dissolution of biominerals, disassembly of
organic membranes and disassociation of dead cells by physical processes can also release
dissolved molecules into solution, possibly enhanced by sample handling, higher tempera-
tures and physical disruption during transport. Some investigators believe that these are the
main processes by which solubilization within trap samples takes place (for example, for
phosphorus (O’Neill et al., 2005)). The use of buffers is advised to control shifts in pH
which impact chemical dissolution; however, it is not clear how buffers will impact
gradients in pE and pH within aggregates.
Our focus is on trapping characteristics in the upper ocean, but since there are few data to
assess solubilization in shallow traps, we also examine here data from deep trap deploy-
ments to make a better assessment of the potential magnitude of solubilization (Fig. 4.1;
expanded from data summarized in Antia, 2005). These studies, involving deep, conical
time-series traps, include longer term deployments (several months to one year) where
solubilization effects might be expected to be greater and hence easier to quantify. The
trend in the excess elemental concentrations for these deep trap results is for decreasing or
constant solubilization losses with depth (with the exception of DOC from the Greenland
Sea- ID #13 in Fig. 4.1) with significant variability in magnitude between sites (for
example, 10 to 50% for Si).
Based upon these data from deep water traps shown in Figure 4.1, and data compiled
from the literature, Antia (2005) concluded that, (i) the degree of loss to the dissolved
phase as a proportion of total particle flux decreases with increasing trap depth with a
single exception; (ii) at the base of the winter mixed layer, 70 – 90% of total phosphorus,
ca. 47% of total nitrogen, 35 – 60% of total particulate silica, 30% of total organic carbon,
and 7 – 10% of total calcium were found as excess elemental concentrations in the cup
supernatants; (iii) strongly particle-reactive elements such as iron show negligible excess
elemental concentrations in cup supernatant (evidence from Pohl et al., 2004); (iv)
accounting for solubilization changes the estimation of the stoichiometric ratios of
elements (C,N,P) in sinking particles; and (v) correcting for selective losses of organic and
inorganic carbon alters the Corg/Cinorg rain ratio (a key variable in net atmospheric CO2
sequestration by the biological pump) by a factor of about four. These conclusions are site
specific, and no single correction factor can be inferred due to variability in the extent of
solubilization, even among these deeper long term deployments.
A quite different environment was recently studied for solubilization of phosphorus in
traps that were deployed in the suboxic (275 m) and anoxic (455 m, 930 m and 1255 m)
waters of the Cariaco Basin (ID #18 in Fig. 4.1; O’Neill et al., 2005). Excess supernatant
concentrations were measured in formalin-preserved traps that were deployed for periods
of about 6 months. In this study only 30% of total phosphorus was found in the trap
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supernatant, with inorganic phosphorus being the primary dissolved species as has been
previously reported in other studies (von Bodungen et al., 1991; Antia, 2005). The extent
of solubilization did not decrease in the deeper traps where swimmers were absent due to
the anoxia of the surrounding water.
Traps shallower than 500 m also show a large range in the extent of solubilization
(Fig. 4.1). However, comparisons are complicated in part due to the varying conditions of
each study (poisoned/unpoisoned traps, deployment intervals ranging from 1 to 8 days),
wider differences in sample processing (immediate or delayed sample splitting), and the
fact that swimmer contributions of dissolved substances to the supernatant may be quite
variable. For example variability in P released ranges from 10% to 80% in the three
studies summarized in Figure 4.1.d. Some of this variability may be due to the shorter trap
deployments used in most shallow trap studies, since variations in the food web, and thus
4™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™™
Key to Figure 4.1 data is as follows,
No. Site Reference
Moored
(m)/drifting
(d)
Deployment
period Poison/Fixative
1 52S; 141E Bray et al. ( 2000) M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
2 46S; 142E Bray et al. (2000) M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
3 Norwegian Basin Bauerfeind et al. (unpublished) M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
4 E. Greenland Sea Bauerfeind et al. (unpublished) M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
5 48N; 21W Honjo & Manganini (1993) M 1 yr Formaldehyde
6 34N; 21W Honjo & Manganini (1993) M 1 yr Formaldehyde
7 European Continental
Margin (OMEX 2)
Antia (2005) M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
8 European Continental
Margin (OMEX 3)
Antia (2005) M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
9 E. Greenland Sea Bauerfeind et al. (unpublished) M 10 days Mercuric chloride
10 E. Greenland Sea Bauerfeind et al. (unpublished) D 1 day None
11 E. Greenland Sea von Bodungen et al. (1991) M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
12 unspecified Dymond & Collier in GOFS
(1989)1
M unspecified Sodium azide
13 E. Greenland Sea Noji et al. (1999) 2 M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
14 E. Greenland Sea Ka¨hler & Bauerfeind (2001) 2 M 1 yr Mercuric chloride
15 Monterey Bay Hansell & Newton (1994) D 1.7 days None
16 Baltic Sea Pohl et al. (2004) M 1 yr Sodium Azide
17 VERTEX Knauer et al. (1990) D 2-4 months With and without
Formaldehde
18 Cariaco Basin O‘Neill et al. (2005) M 6 months Formaldehyde
19a Hawaii Lamborg & Buesseler
(unpublished)
D 1-3 days Formaldehyde
19b Hawaii Lamborg & Buesseler
(unpublished)
D 1-3 days Mercuric chloride
20a Equatorial Pacific Dymond & Collier (1988) M 1 yr Sodium Azide
20b Equatorial Pacific Dymond & Collier (1988) M 1 yr Sodium Azide
1Taken as the mean value reported, range 39-68%
2In these studies an attempt was made to separate the swimmer contribution from the contribution
of sinking particles to excess dissolved organic nutrients in the cups. This was not the case in other
studies.
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the geochemical character of sinking particles, is expected. In this regard, deep trap data,
when examined on a sample cup by cup basis, also show this same type of variability (in
Figure 4.1 data500 m are averages over many cups). For example, solubilization for total
fatty acids ranges from 15-75% in different sample cups during a 14 month trap
deployment at 2200 m (Kortzinger et al., 1994). The cup-to-cup variability is also
substantial for other variables, and is higher for dissolved inorganic phosphorus (10% to
90% solubilization within a single trap) and dissolved inorganic nitrogen than for DOC
and DON or for silicate (here the variability within one trap is less than the difference
between traps at different depths; Antia, 2005). From these data we can only conclude that
solubility can be significant for some elements, but that there is considerable variability in
the few current estimates of the magnitude of solubilization in traps.
Thus far we have been focusing on measurement of excess elemental concentration in
moored conical time-series traps with sealed cups and long deployments where there are
more data. In the upper ocean, open cylinders are the preferred trap design for hydrody-
namic reasons (Section 2). Measured changes in concentration in the brine after deploy-
ment can thus be due to mixing with variable seawater end members, swimmers, or
solubilization of trap material, and the impacts of each are difficult to separate.
Due to these complications, an alternative approach was undertaken to look at the
time-course of leaching of phosphorus from trap-collected particles in a recent experiment
off Hawaii (Lamborg et al., 2005; Andrews et al., 2006). Samples were collected using
free-drifting cylindrical traps similar to the VERTEX design deployed at depths of 150,
300 and 500 m, for periods of 3, 4, and 5 days, respectively. Within 24 hours of recovery,
trap samples were screened to remove swimmers (verified by microscopic examination),
wet split and incubated in the original poison/brine solution at in situ temperatures. After 1,
3 and 5 days of incubation, the splits were filtered as per standard protocols and particulate
variables measured (Fig. 4.2). Data are normalized to aluminum to correct for any
variability in the particle concentrations introduced during processing.
Using this incubation approach, Lamborg et al. (2005) found, for both formalin and
mercuric chloride treatments, that total phosphorus shows a consistent decrease over time,
with P/Al decreasing by 30% on average at all depths during the 5 day incubation
experiment (Fig. 4.2). There is some variability for a given time course for any given depth,
but no apparent difference for the P decrease between depths or poisons/preservatives.
Fitting this decrease in P as a first order solubilization rate constant, we can apply this as a
correction factor to the measured P flux (note that time of actual deployments differ at
different depths, from 3-5 days, so the solubilization correction must be adjusted as a
function of deployment time). This correction results in a net increase in the derived total P
flux of 11 to 23% for these depths and deployment times. For comparison, a parallel
experiment with unpoisoned large particles (53 m) collected via in situ pumping,
showed a 400-500% decrease in P/Al in 5 days under the same conditions as the 150 m trap
(Lamborg et al., 2005). The observed decrease in P flux with depth between the 150 and
500 m traps was also roughly a factor of 5 (Buesseler et al., 2007).
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The conclusion of this study is that, while a P solubilization artifact can be measured by
incubation of poisoned trap samples, the solubilization losses are small (an 11-23% impact
on P fluxes) relative to the natural flux gradients and degradation rates of sinking particles
(factors of 4-5 for P). For calcium, iron, and other elements, evidence for solubilization on
these time scales is even weaker (Lamborg et al., 2005). We can only speculate as to why
these incubation experiments suggest a smaller solubilization effect for P than some of the
other studies in Figure 4.1. One difference is that swimmers have been removed prior to
incubation. Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, samples were processed quickly at
sea relative to the longer moored deployments with post-cruise processing. Since solubili-
zation likely decreases over time, these short-term incubations are maximum estimates of
solubilization rates that should not be extrapolated directly to longer deployment periods.
Taken together, all of these studies suggest that for the major nutrients, variable but
potentially significant losses from sinking particles may take place, at maximum rates in
the first few weeks after collection. In shallow trap deployments, the sample will typically
represent a mix of material that is anywhere from 1 day to a few days old, so the extent of
solubilization in situ or while awaiting processing will depend upon this mean age and the
rate of change.
Figure 4.2. Changes over time in particulate elemental P,Al concentrations (P normalized to
aluminum) of material collected from “CLAP” traps during VERTIGO ’04 determined by
incubation of trap materials in poisoned brine for 1, 3 and 5 days (Lamborg et al., 2005; Andrews
et al., 2006). Data are from two deployments at depths of 150, 300, 500 m with Hg (left) and
formalin (right) poisons. Particles were screened to remove swimmers, split and incubated in the
dark at in situ temperatures (15, 9, 5 °C respectively).
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c. Approaches to minimize or correct for solubilization
Recognizing that solubilization can impact accurate measurement of sinking particle
fluxes, the question arises as to how to deal with this, either through avoidance of and/or
correction for this effect. As discussed previously, two approaches may be used. The first is
to measure and correct for solubilization by analyzing excess elemental concentrations in
the trap supernatant. This approach can be used in mid-water and deep traps where
swimmer numbers are low compared to the passive flux. Here, cups must be poisoned,
effectively sealed to the outside to prevent exchange of supernatant, and the time between
sample collection in situ and analysis should ideally exceed 2-3 months, the best estimate
for the time after which exchange with any dissolved pore fluids is largely complete or at
least in steady state (Antia, unpublished data). Most moored time-series traps meet these
criteria. Results of routine measurements in the overlying supernatant of all elements that
are to be measured, can be added to the particulate fraction to estimate the total elemental
flux. The choice of poison/preservative and use of brine will play an important role in the
ability to make certain dissolved analyses. Formaldehyde, for example, a widespread
fixative used in traps, precludes organic carbon and nitrogen measurements. In this
approach swimmers are effectively ignored, though carbon and nitrogen analyses of the
picked swimmers should ideally be done in order to estimate their maximal influence in the
cup.
A different approach is necessary in most shallow traps, when open tubes are used and
the ratio of swimmer biomass to sinking detrital flux is very high. The use of effective
swimmer deterrents such as the IRS trap (Section 3c) can dramatically reduce swimmer
numbers but complete swimmer avoidance is unlikely especially in oligotrophic, high-
zooplankton environments and where zooplankton are intimately associated with sinking
particles (see Section 3). Currently, there is no effective way of determining whether
excess elemental concentrations are swimmer-derived or particle-derived, though the use
of zooplankton-specific lipids or fatty acids may potentially provide one means of doing
this. For shallow traps, short deployment times (1-3 days) and immediate processing of
samples upon recovery will minimize solubilization from particles. Incubation experi-
ments allow one to at least determine the extent of possible solubilization for different
elements, though few studies of this nature have been reported.
In practice, there is no standardized method for correcting for solubilization and it is
most often ignored in upper ocean flux studies. In deeper traps, dissolution of silica has,
almost without comment, been corrected for in a number of studies (Honjo and Manganini,
1993; Bauerfeind et al., 1997; Antia et al., 1999). In contrast, an assessment of the effect of
solubilization on the ratios of major elements has been undertaken for a single site only
(Antia, 2005).
Finally, it should be noted that the same caveats apply to filtration of trap particles as in
other marine particle studies, namely that high filtration pressure should be avoided as loss
of internal fluids needs to be minimized. Since filtration alone may cause loss of internal
fluids and squeezing of non-rigid particles through filter pores, more controlled studies
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which examine filtration artifacts and losses to the filtrate during processing are needed.
Filtration artifacts would impact particle concentrations and, if losses occur, would lead
directly to an underestimation of total elemental fluxes. Thus it is a potential artifact that
has a different cause, but similar bias, as solubilization effects would have (i.e. an
underestimate of flux)on accurately quantifying particle fluxes.
5. Field-based assessments of sediment trap collection efficiency
a. Independent assessments of sediment trap collection efficiency
In the previous sections we have detailed how processes such as hydrodynamics,
swimmers, and solubilization may affect how accurately material caught in a sediment trap
represents true gravitational flux. Given this potential for inaccurate collection, indepen-
dent approaches have been sought to evaluate the collection efficiency of sediment traps in
the field. There are two main classes of evaluation methods, those based upon mass
balances of stable elements or particle distributions, and those employing comparisons
using naturally occurring particle-reactive radionuclides. In each case, it is important to
examine to what extent, (i) the independent method is tracking gravitational settling alone
(vs. some combination of settling and water mixing); (ii) the collection efficiency factor is
appropriate for other elements, potentially being carried by different classes of sinking
particles; and (iii) the trap and independent flux estimate are measuring particle export over
similar space and time scales.
b. Comparisons between trap flux, particle distributions and the mass balance of major
bioactive elements
Given that many studies are concerned with the fluxes of biogeochemically active
elements (C and major/minor nutrients), sediment trap fluxes have often been compared to
the upper ocean budgets of these same elements. These approaches can broadly be grouped
into two classes, namely studies that compare the flux of element X to a time-series mass
balance of X during the course of a given season or annual cycle or, less commonly, studies
that use inverse methods to derive an independent particle flux estimate that is consistent
with the observed vertical and horizontal gradients of X in the ocean and an assumed or
similarly calculated transport model. Both of these methods rely on knowledge of the
distribution of X in the sum of the dissolved and particulate pools, and particle export is
derived by what are often small differences in the total stocks of the element over time and
space. In principle, a more direct approach for estimating particle-settling flux would be
through the combination of knowing the particle concentration field along with estimates
of particle settling velocities.
i. Suspended particle field and estimates of particle settling. Estimates of particle flux
from measurement of the suspended particle field and assumed settling velocity function
have been attempted (Bishop et al., 1978; Jackson et al., 2005) and this approach is
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commonly applied in coupled models of aggregation and sedimentation (Farley and Morel,
1986; Jackson, 1990; Hill, 1992; Jackson and Burd, 1998). There has been progress over
the past decade in our ability to describe particle dynamics in models, including demonstra-
tion of qualitatively similar trends in modeled and trap-observed bulk particle flux (e.g.
Jackson and Burd, 1998). However, application of Stoke’s law to empirical or modeled
estimates of the suspended particle field does not seem a viable method for independently
checking the quantitative accuracy of particle fluxes obtained from sediment traps. This is
due to uncertainties in both measuring particle abundances and a lack of knowledge of in
situ sinking rates for all particle classes in the oceans.
Alternatively, some sampling techniques have been developed to directly assess sinking
rates, thus eliminating the need to apply a theoretical model of aggregation and settling
behavior. For example, SPLITT (split flow thin-cell fractionation) methods separate
particles based on their settling properties in a laminar flow (e.g., Gustafsson et al., 2000)
and thus strive to measure directly the desired functionality of the particles (i.e. settling
flux). Results from SPLITT in surface waters have demonstrated varying particle composi-
tion (e.g. Si/Al, POC/Al, POC/234Th) across evaluated settling velocity spectra (1 to10
m d-1; Gustafsson et al., 2000, 2006).
A modified IRS trap has recently been developed that separates particles based upon
sinking rate much like a settling column, but under in situ conditions (as described in
Section 2d; Cochran et al., 2004). However, as a trap, the device itself is subject to the
same hydrodynamic and other biases as regular traps; thus, it is not an independent
calibration method per se, but can assist in quantifying the sinking rates of natural particles
in the ocean.
Attempts have been made to collect water samples in situ and measure settling rates of
particle classes using optical methods (Bartz et al., 1985; Agrawal and Pottsmith, 2000;
Fugate and Friedrichs, 2002; Waite et al., 2005). The greatest challenge is to collect a
representative sample of the entire particle spectrum, especially the rarer rapidly settling
particles that carry most of the flux (McCave, 1975). Sampling these rare particles was one
rationale for developing large volume in situ pumps and sediment traps.
ii. Estimates of particle settling from major bioactive elements. Integrated over appropri-
ate time scales, there are several metrics of the upper ocean carbon cycle that may be
employed for comparison to fluxes obtained with shallow water sediment traps. First, rates
of primary production provide upper limits to compare with sediment trap records of
carbon flux. The seasonal variations in the ratio of trap flux to primary production (the
e-ratio; Eppley, 1989) can be used in concert with other measures of the upper ocean
biogeochemistry and plankton ecology to infer how well the traps are reflecting the true
gravitational flux. These two sets of observations must be integrated over seasonal to
annual time scales as there is frequently a time offset between production and export.
Furthermore, estimates of primary production have their own sources of uncertainty,
including bottle effects. Ultimately, comparisons between primary production and export
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are of limited use for trap calibration, since the true e-ratio must lie between 0 and 1, and
only ratios 1 would be cause for rejecting outright a trap flux measurement.
Another approach to test the validity of upper ocean sediment trap carbon fluxes is to
follow the changing inventories of both inorganic and organic carbon forms and account
for the exchange of atmospheric CO2, diffusive export of DOC, and export via migrating
zooplankton. The flux of POC measured by PITs at BATS is too low by a factor of three to
close the upper ocean carbon balance (Michaels et al., 1994a). This suggests either a low
trapping efficiency, or the importance of horizontal processes in removing C which were
not considered in the 1-D seasonal mass balance for C at this site.
At the HOT program in the North Pacific subtropical gyre, decadal records of upper
ocean particulate carbon export based on sediment traps (Karl et al., 1996; Christian et al.,
1997) are a factor of two lower than estimates of total carbon export based on upper ocean
carbon and oxygen mass balances (Emerson et al., 1997; Sonnerup et al., 1999). At this
site, the offset has been suggested to stem from the formation and export of DOC, rather
than sediment traps having missed a component of the sinking particulate carbon flux
(Emerson et al., 1997; Church et al., 2002).
The upper ocean nitrogen budget provides yet another possibility to compare with
trap-derived export fluxes as new production should balance settling particulate organic
nitrogen and DON export (and by Redfield-conversion also carbon) over “appropriate
space and time scales” (Eppley and Peterson, 1979). However, estimates of annual new
production are uncertain due to several factors, including the brevity of 15NO3- incubations
(generally 12 hours) and the difficulty of quantifying the contribution of nitrogen fixation
(e.g. Capone and Carpenter, 1982; Larsson et al., 2001; Dore et al., 2002; Hansell et al.,
2004).
In general, any approach using upper ocean elemental budgets to obtain independent
estimates of particle export faces considerable uncertainty. In addition to issues discussed
above, there is significant debate over the parameterization of physical exchange across
both the air-water interface (for O2 or CO2 budgets) and across the pycnocline (for all of
these C, O and N budgets). Further uncertainty is introduced in the conversion of the O and
N fluxes to C fluxes, as the element ratios in settling particles may deviate significantly
from canonical Redfield ratios (Goldman, 1988; Sambrotto et al., 1993).
iii. Inverse modeling. Inverse modeling offers a promising new approach for indepen-
dently estimating ocean particle fluxes. However, it must be stated upfront that any flux
derived from this approach is a long term average and may not be applicable for calibration
of any particular set of trap data (discussed further below). However, the general particle
flux patterns derived from this method are informative and provide a check on the
measured fluxes that can prove illuminating.
The technique to use inverse modeling to obtain the best fit between an ocean circulation
model including particulate fluxes and available hydrographic data was developed by
Schlitzer (1993) and Matear and Holloway (1995). Schlitzer (2000) presented a global
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adjoint model including particulate fluxes of organic carbon, calcite, and biogenic Si. In his
model, export production rates and mineralization rates are optimized together with the
physical current field to reproduce temperature, salinity, and nutrient measurements in the
world ocean. Resulting fields of particle flux have been published by Schlitzer (2000),
Schlitzer et al. (2004), and Usbeck (1999). In general, the optimized export production
rates resemble the pattern of observed primary production with highest particle exports in
coastal, equatorial and frontal upwelling regions.
As the divergence of the horizontal field in the adjoint model leads to vertical transport,
small current differences can have large effects (Matear and Holloway, 1995). If the
physical current field were first optimized and then applied to interpret the nutrient field,
this could create erratic particle fluxes. This problem is much reduced when the chemical
reaction rates are optimized along with the physical current field (Usbeck, 1999; Schlitzer,
2000).
There are large differences between the predicted particle fluxes, as obtained from the
adjoint model, and fluxes measured by sediment traps (Usbeck, 1999; Schlitzer et al.,
2004). Usbeck assimilated the sediment trap data into the adjoint model to find the best fit
to both the nutrient distribution and the flux data (Usbeck, 1999; Usbeck et al., 2003), and
concluded that model fluxes are systematically higher than trap fluxes. When allowed by
the horizontal resolution and coherence of particle behavior, the model would tend to fit the
trap data only very locally and would produce higher fluxes at larger distances. When the
sediment trap constraint was removed, the model fluxes relaxed rapidly to higher values.
This general result of higher predicted vs. measured flux is consistent with estimates of low
upper ocean trap collection efficiency based upon comparison of 234Th water column
deficiencies and trap fluxes (see Section 5c.i).
It should be noted that a comparison of model fluxes and observed fluxes at individual
stations can have very erratic results. This has two causes, the grid resolution of the model
is just 200-500 km and the concentration field used in the adjoint modeling is an average,
including datasets that may have been collected any time of the year over a period of many
decades. In contrast, trap deployments give point values in space and typically for periods
as short as a few days to seasonal, or at best several years. In general, flux estimates of the
adjoint method are better constrained in the surface ocean where there are larger vertical
gradients in nutrient concentrations and currents than in the deep ocean. In the deep ocean,
the 230Th calibration gives better constraints on the trap collection efficiency (see Section
5c.iii).
c. Estimates of particle settling fluxes using radionuclide disequilibria
Several studies have demonstrated that the distributions and fluxes of the particle
reactive radionuclides are strongly dependent on the rates of particle production, transfor-
mation and subsequent sedimentation (e.g. Coale and Bruland, 1987). The particle reactive
radionuclides of the U-Th decay series serve as valuable tracers for studying the rates of
particle-associated chemical scavenging processes. These tracers are introduced in the
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water column as dissolved species from radioactive decay of their parent nuclides
dissolved in seawater, and are redistributed among the dissolved and particulate phases
depending on their affinity toward particle surface ligands and availability of such surfaces.
The number and types of surfaces depend on the rates of primary production, particle
transformation and net downward flux. It is thus possible to use the rates of radionuclide
production (from dissolved parent) and decay, along with precise measurement of their
activity in the ocean, to estimate particle export fluxes for a given radionuclide. These
calculated radionuclide fluxes may be directly compared to radionuclide fluxes measured
in the traps.
i. In situ assessment of sediment trap collection efficiency using 234Th. The 234Th proxy
offers a possibility to test the in situ collection efficiency of upper ocean sediment traps and
has been broadly recommended (e.g., GOFS, 1989; Buesseler, 1991; Gardner, 2000). The
tetravalent cation and thus particle-sorptive 234Th (1/2  24.1 d) is produced at a constant
rate from its seawater-conservative parent 238U and is thus suitable for tracing upper ocean
particle processes on timescales from less than a week to one month or more. In essence,
the 238U-234Th radioactive disequilibrium in the surface ocean is a reflection of the 234Th
flux on settling particles to strata below. Comparing this estimate of 234Th flux from the
surface ocean with the flux of 234Th that is collected by a sediment trap positioned just
below the chosen depth, provides an estimate of the in situ collection efficiency of the
sediment trap with respect to 234Th bearing particles (Buesseler, 1991). Mathematically
this can be expressed as,
Efftrap
FTh,trap
FTh,mix

234Th/Atrap  t
  zmix  
238Utot  234Thtot
(2)
where Efftrap is the collection efficiency of the sediment trap, FTh,trap and FTh,mix (dpm m-2 d-1)
are the flux of 234Th activity collected in the sediment trap and estimated to have been
exported from the mixed surface layer, respectively, {234Th} is the activity (dpm) of 234Th
in the trapped material decay-corrected to the mid-point of the deployment period, Atrap
(m2) is the surface area of the trap mouth, t (d) is the deployment time,  is the 234Th
radioactive decay constant (0.0288 d-1), zmix is the sub-photic-zone/mixed-layer trap
deployment depth (m), [238Utot] and [234Thtot] (dpm m-3) are the total radioactivity
concentrations in the overlying water of 238U and 234Th, respectively.
In some specific regimes, we need to consider non-steady state (e.g. Buesseler et al.,
1992) and other advection/dispersion processes (e.g. Gustafsson et al., 1998; Benitez-
Nelson et al., 2000; Gustafsson et al., 2004) to correctly estimate the 234Th export flux
(FTh,z) from the water column activity balance. Further details on the 234Th flux models can
be found in a recent summary by Savoye et al. (2006) .
One additional attribute of 234Th as a trap efficiency testing tool, is that its flux in traps is
not significantly impacted by swimmers (Section 3), since swimmers normally have a
much lower 234Th content compared to detritus caught in sediment traps. For example,
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swimmers are reported to make up 12% (Coale, 1990), 5-25% (Buesseler et al., 1994), and
1.5 - 8% (Murray et al., 1996) of total 234Th flux in shallow traps.
We focus here on the comparison between the 234Th flux measured in traps and the
flux calculated from its water column distribution. We stress that the application of total
234Th activities for this comparison (Eq. 2) does not require knowledge of the relationship
between Th and other elements. Issues that are debated regarding variations in the
POC/ 234Th ratio that are significant to the use of 234Th to derive upper ocean POC export
without traps (Buesseler et al., 2006), are not relevant when comparing predicted vs.
measured Th fluxes (see below on the application of 234Th trap collection efficiencies to
other elements). A difference between the water column derived and trap 234Th fluxes in
equation 2 allows us to conclude that either, a) the traps are over-collecting 234Th (i.e.,
EFFtrap  1) or under-collecting 234Th (i.e., EFFtrap  1) due to a sampling bias; or b) the
calculated 234Th flux is not appropriate for comparison to an individual trap flux. The latter
situation could result from improper assumption of steady-state conditions or the lack of
inclusion of physical transport in the 234Th flux model (e.g., Savoye et al., 2006). Likewise,
the 234Th activity in the water column at sampling reflects particle scavenging that has
taken place in the days to weeks prior to sampling. If, as is common, a single 234Th profile
is collected and compared to a short-term trap deployed at the same time, then there may be
a mismatch of space/time scales of integration. In essence, the trap flux of a given day may
be higher/lower than the flux prior to arrival at site, which is reflected in the 234Th,238U
ratio in the water column at the start of a given trap deployment. Therefore, both estimates
of flux could differ and each still be correct.
The 234Th trap studies up to year 1990 that were summarized in Buesseler (1991)
showed differences between the trap-derived and model-derived 234Th fluxes as large as a
factor of 3 – 10. Despite the strongly articulated recommendation of the JGOFS program to
perform these types of in situ trap calibrations (GOFS, 1989; Gardner, 2000), there have
been relatively few 234Th trap comparison studies since that time period. As with the
datasets collated by Buesseler (1991), most of the newer 234Th-based sediment trap tests
involve a few coupled observations, covering a time period less than the characteristic
lifetime of 234Th (Buesseler et al., 1994; Murray et al., 1996; Coppola et al., 2002; Hung et
al., 2004).
Buesseler et al. (1994) attempted to address the potential for temporal mismatch
between predicted and measured trap fluxes by conducting a time-series 3-D sampling grid
for 234Th around two separate drifting PIT arrays near the BATS station, thus following
spatial and temporal activity changes that corresponded directly with the 4-day deployment
period of the PITs. The conclusion in this case was that the trap over-collected 234Th during
what was predicted to be a low flux period, and that this over-collection could not be
ascribed to lateral advection or time changes of the 234Th inventory. Under certain
circumstances, such as in studies inside cold-core or warm-core rings (i.e., eddies), 234Th
trap comparisons may yield useful information from shorter campaigns (e.g., Hung et al.,
2004). However, a prerequisite is not only to perform a Lagrangian study in an isolated
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water mass, but also to follow the 234Th water column deficit and measure trap fluxes over
at least a characteristic radionuclide lifetime, i.e. 3 weeks, to better capture possible
non-steady state changes to 234Th activities and fluxes.
If hydrodynamics are a potential source of trap error, then one might expect trap
efficiency to change with depth, given that current velocities generally decrease with depth.
A good example of a 234Th calibration study that is highly resolved with respect to depth
can be found in the Japanese KNOT Program (Fig. 5.1). The shallowest traps were found to
be over-collecting 234Th, and at depths below 100 m, there was a constant offset of 20%
higher predicted fluxes than measured. Because the difference between the depth integral
of 238U and 234Th becomes smaller with increasing depth, the error on the 234Th flux
prediction increases with depth. This is the main reason why the 234Th calibration approach
generally only works well in the upper 100-200 m, and parent/daughter radionuclide pairs
with longer half lives are needed for traps in deeper waters (see Sections 5c.ii and 5c.iii).
When longer term 234Th trap comparisons are made, one can arguably better match the
predictions of 234Th export with multiple measurements of 234Th flux in traps. Of the four
published 234Th trap comparison studies with well resolved seasonal sampling during at
Figure 5.1. An example of fluxes calculated from water column 234Th data in comparison to 234Th
fluxes measured by using free-drifting cylindrical traps on a single surface-tethered array in the
subarctic Western Pacific during spring (May) 1998 (K. Harada, unpublished data). The traps
slightly under-collect 234Th in comparison to calculated fluxes, except just below the upper mixed
layer (25m deep during the experiment) where over-collection occurred. Error bars for the trap
flux are from counting errors in the 234Th analyses, whereas error bars for the calculated flux are
derived from the error on the difference between total 238U and 234Th activities.
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least one annual cycle, two are in the center of oligotrophic subtropical gyres (BATS –
North Atlantic and HOT – North Pacific) and two are on the continental shelf (Dabob Bay,
Puget Sound, off Washington State and Landsort Deep, open Baltic Sea). The first
year-round study was conducted in 1987 in Dabob Bay (11 observations; water depth
115 m; Wei and Murray, 1992). The 40-m trap data suggest an average trap under-
collection for 234Th flux by a factor of two. However this difference could also be due to
boundary-scavenging effects that are not incorporated in the 234Th flux estimates, e.g. the
predicted flux could be too high if there is more intense removal of Th in regions of higher
particle load that result in a 2-D lateral loss of Th that is not included in the standard 1-D
flux model.
The other long-term 234Th trap study over the shelf was conducted during 24 months
between 1998 and 2000 in the open Baltic Sea (25 sampling intervals; trap depth 40 m;
water depth 459 m depth; Gustafsson et al., 2004). At this site, the 234Th collection
efficiencies for cylindrical traps exhibited a seasonal cycle, ranging from 50-120% in the
winter and spring to as low as 10-40% during the summer and fall.
Benitez-Nelson et al. (2001) performed a 234Th trap comparison at the HOT site off
Hawaii (9 observations; 150 m PITS trap; site described in Karl et al., 1996). They found
traps under-collected the annual 234Th flux by nearly a factor of two, with most of the
missing flux being attributed to two large export events not caught in the traps, but
evidenced by larger 234Th, 238U disequilibria in the water column. Thus from these data
alone it is difficult to conclude whether the traps have a general under-collection bias, or
are simply missing some episodic flux events.
Another long-term open ocean 234Th trap comparison was performed between 1993-
1995 at BATS time-series site in the Sargasso Sea (19 observations; 150 m PITS trap; site
described in (Michaels and Knap, 1996). Buesseler et al. (2000) noted separate periods of
under- and over-collection for 234Th and suggested a seasonal pattern with trap under-
collection during higher flux summer months and over-collection during the lower flux
period in the spring and fall. Again, missing episodic flux events may be part of the reason
for an apparent under-collection record, but after 3 years of sampling, one would also have
expected periods of sampling high flux in the trap and a lower predicted flux, but this was
not the case (see annual flux-weighted averages below).
The 234Th trap collection efficiencies for all four studies are compared in Figure 5.2a and
5.2b as a function of season. Each of the four records displays occasions of both
over-trapping, under-trapping, and periods where there is a balance between the measured
and predicted fluxes. The extreme ranges vary from over-trapping by over a factor of
twenty (at BATS) to under-trapping by nearly a factor of ten (Baltic Sea). For the
individual time-series studies, the ranges in 234Th collection efficiency were, BATS,
34-2400% (n  19); HOT, 21-122% (n  9); Dabob Bay, 17-191% (n  10); and Baltic,
13-163% (n  35 of which about ten observations were from parallel trap arrays). Hence,
within any given upper ocean sediment trap program and location, despite using a single
trap array design and constant protocols of trap deployment/retrieval, swimmer removal,
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preservation, and chemical analysis, year-round variations in 234Th-derived collection
efficiencies span a wide range.
A long term flux-weighted collection efficiency can be derived from these four trap
records by averaging the collection efficiencies over the time interval between sampling
points. Specifically, the flux-weighted collection efficiencies, with respect to 234Th, for the
individual records are BATS, 69%, HOT, 54%, Dabob Bay, 63% and Baltic Sea, 44%.
Hence, the four available year-long trap calibration records have in common roughly a
factor of 2 undertrapping of 234Th-bearing particles.
We can use these data to further investigate whether any particular process can explain
the observed variations in collection efficiency. A first hypothesis is that hydrodynamics
govern the collection efficiencies (see Section 2). A complete record of the horizontal
approach velocity at the trap depth was only available for the Baltic Sea (Gustafsson et al.,
Figure 5.2. Time-series of sediment trap collection efficiency (measured trap 234Th flux /calculated
234Th flux plotted on log scale) vs. the relative time of year for two coastal ocean sites (a. upper
panel) and two open ocean sites (b. lower panel). Note BATS winter data are not plotted since the
comparison breaks down when the winter mixed layer is deeper than the 150 m trap.
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2004). As discussed therein, there was no correlation (p  0.27) between the current speed
(median advection at 40 m trap depth was only 2.8 cm s-1; range 0.1 – 27 cm s-1) and the
collection efficiency. At BATS, no correlation was found between measured carbon flux
and current speeds over the trap mouth (summarized in Gardner, 2000)
A second hypothesis is that collection efficiencies reflect settling particle velocities.
Gustafsson et al. (2004) observed in the Baltic study that collection efficiencies agree
better in winter-spring, coincident with a larger contribution of mineral particles and
diatom tests which may be acting as ballast and thus increase the average particle sinking
velocity. To further test the extent that sinking velocity could explain some of the observed
long-term variations in trap collection efficiencies, the collection efficiency was regressed
as a function of the percent POC (i.e., POC, mass ratio of trap-obtained material), assuming
that particles with a lower organic content were denser while organic-rich particles were
settling slower. This data type was only available for the BATS and the Baltic time-series,
and neither showed any significant correlations (p  0.5).
Finally, it has been proposed that under-trapping is more common in higher flux periods
and over-trapping during lower flux periods (e.g. Buesseler et al., 2000). Therefore, we
compare the calculated 234Th fluxes derived from water column data against the difference
between the calculated and measured flux, i.e. does the over- or under-collection depend
upon the magnitude of the 234Th water column deficit (Fig. 5.3). In this plot we have
included BATS and HOT data discussed above as well as data from an additional
shorter-term sediment trap deployment in the Arabian Sea (Sarin et al., 1994). For all of
these sites we find that as the calculated flux increases, so does the difference between what
is collected and what is predicted. This almost linear relationship is due to the fact that the
trap-measured fluxes in these time-series are almost flat, so when the calculated flux based
on the water column 234Th deficit increases, so does the difference. Essentially, the water
column data indicate that there has been 234Th removal, but this is not reflected by an
increase in flux in the traps.
One possible explanation for this trend is that we missed the high-flux events in the
traps, as suggested for HOT (Benitez-Nelson et al., 2001). With an increasing number of
data we would expect that such systematic undersampling of high predicted flux periods
should disappear, but it may be that the trap sampling programs at BATS and HOT have
insufficient temporal coverage to catch the rare high flux events in the traps. An alternative
explanation is that the high flux events (i.e. low 234Th, 238U conditions) are due to export
via slowly settling aggregates that are systematically undertrapped due to a hydrodynamic
bias (Section 2). This latter mechanism was consistent with periods of largest under-
trapping in the Baltic time-series, co-occurring with organic-rich (and presumably slower
settling) aggregates compared with periods of better agreeing collection efficiencies in
periods with larger lithogenic particle compositions (Gustafsson et al., 2004). Higher
POC,Al in settling particles isolated with SPLITT (minimized hydrodynamic bias) than
with simultaneously deployed sediment traps is also consistent with an under-trapping of
organic-rich, slowly settling particles (Gustafsson et al., 2006).
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Both shelf stations (not included in Fig. 5.3) show on average conditions of under-
collection, but no clear decrease with increasing flux. In these cases the behavior may be
obscured by horizontal exchanges, resuspension and contact with nearby shallower
sediments. For these shelf stations it may also be that the more enclosed environment and
the shallow trap depth make the trap flux more closely tied to the overlying water column
processes, reducing the risk of missing an event that has a small spatial extent (see Section
2e). Another difference is that the Baltic data are from a continuous collection of 234Th in
traps (3-4 week deployments), thus the integrated 234Th, 238U activity profile should be
better matched to the trap time-series, hence the under-collection in this case cannot be
attributed to missed episodic flux events.
This summary of all available studies to date with at least year-long 234Th trap
comparisons suggests a flux-weighted under-trapping bias for 234Th of approximately a
factor of two. Evaluation of the metadata sets from these studies do not allow us to assign a
single process to the cause of this discrepancy. However taken collectively, the decrease in
collection efficiency at higher predicted fluxes suggests that we are either missing episodic
flux events, and/or that 234Th-bearing sinking particles are being under-collected in
shallow traps, and/or possibly solubilization is occurring within the trap after collection
Figure 5.3. Relationship between the calculated 234Th flux (based upon water column 234Th,238U
data) and the difference between the calculated and measured trap flux. BATS results are from data
in Buesseler et al. (2000); HOT results are from data in Benitez-Nelson et al. (2001); Arabian Sea
results are from NE Arabian Sea data in Sarin et al. (1994).
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(see Section 4), but this is less likely for particle reactive elements (Pohl et al., 2004). One
must also take care in applying any 234Th-based collection efficiency as a generic “trap
yield” estimator for other elements, since if the flux bias is related to sinking speed or other
hydrodynamic property, the correction is only appropriate for 234Th bearing particles. To
illustrate, if 234Th is preferentially associated with slow sinking particles that are being
inefficiently collected by traps, the collection bias might be different for total mass or C
flux, if the bulk of this material is carried by particles or aggregates with other sinking
speeds that are not impacted in the same way (see Section 2).
ii. Other radionuclides for in situ calibration of sediment traps: 210Pb. An independent
test of the trapping efficiency can be achieved from the measured 210Pb flux in the traps. In
most regions of the ocean (with exception of very remote areas like the Southern Ocean)
the in situ production of 210Pb from the decay of 226Ra in surface waters is insignificant
compared to its delivery via atmospheric fallout; therefore trap fluxes of 210Pb are a direct
measure of its atmospheric deposition. The 210Pb supplied to surface waters is adsorbed
onto particles and removed with a residence time of several weeks up to years (Bacon et
al., 1976).
During the Indian JGOFS cruises in the Arabian Sea, 210Pb deposition fluxes were
measured at 130-150 m by drifting cylindrical sediment traps deployed for 3-5 days during
April-May 1994 (inter-monsoon), February-March 1995 and 1997 (late NE-monsoon).
During the inter-monsoon, the measured 210Pb flux (22 dpm m-2 d-1, Fig. 5.4a) is similar to
that based on atmospheric delivery predictions (Turekian et al., 1977). During the same
season, the 234Th export flux measured by the floating traps matches the predicted. In
contrast, a gross-mismatch for both 234Th and 210Pb fluxes in the traps is observable during
the late NE monsoon (Fig. 5.4b). The traps record considerably lower collection efficien-
cies using both isotope systems, lending some confidence to the conclusion of low trap
collection efficiency in this period.
In principle, the 210Pb constraint is less accurate than the 234Th constraint because
atmospheric supply may change with time and because small differences in the 210Pb
inventory in the surface water cannot be measured with sufficient accuracy to allow a
non-steady state calculation to be made. Nevertheless, this application of 210Pb provides an
additional constraint to confirm periods of over- or under-collection as indicated by 234Th.
iii. Other radionuclides for in situ calibration of sediment traps: 230Th and 231Pa. Calibration
of sediment traps with U-series radionuclides has the advantage that we know exactly how
much activity is produced in the water column above the trap. 234Th has distinct advantages
in the upper ocean; however, given its 24 day half life the integrated 234Th,238U ratio
becomes closer to 1 at depth as particle flux decreases relative to 234Th production and
decay rates. For this reason, we can rarely use 234Th to calibrate traps below the upper
100-200 m (c.f. Fig. 5.1). For the long-lived isotopes 230Th and 231Pa, decay in the water
column can be neglected. All activity produced in the water column eventually reaches the
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Figure 5.4. A comparison of measured (Trap) vs. calculated (Model) 234Th and 210Pb fluxes and
234Th /210Pb ratios during the early SW Monsoon (upper panels) and later NE Monsoon (lower
panels) in the Arabian Sea.
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sediment. In the case of these isotopes, our uncertainties are not in the percent exported, but
in the horizontal and seasonal distribution of the flux and the advective supply from deeper
layers.
Both Th and Pa are scavenged by the sinking particles, but the scavenging residence
time of 230Th in the ocean is on the order of 30 years and clearly shorter than that of 231Pa
(150 years, Anderson et al., 1983). As a consequence, 231Pa is transported laterally by
mixing and ocean currents to a larger extent than 230Th before it is removed to the
sediment. This enhanced removal in high particle regions, termed ‘boundary scavenging’,
has two consequences. First, the flux of 230Th in any ocean region is closer to the
production rate in the overlying water column than is the case with 231Pa. Henderson et al.
(1999) estimate that in 70% of the world ocean the predicted vertical 230Th flux would be
within 30% of the production rate in the water column.
A second consequence of measuring both 230Th and 231Pa is that the Th/Pa ratio in water
and suspended matter can be used to model the lateral transport of both nuclides (Bacon,
1988), and thus improve our estimate of particle collection efficiency in the deep ocean.
This Th/Pa procedure has been used to calibrate sediment traps in the world ocean
(Scholten et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2001). These analyses suggest low collection efficiency
for moored conical traps in shallower waters ( 1500 m depth, Fig. 5.5). Site to site
variability is large, but for any given site the efficiency of the shallower traps is
consistently lower than that of the deep traps at the same site (see trap sets from a single site
in Fig. 5.5). As a consequence, the apparent increase in lithogenic (Al) flux with depth,
which has been reported in some prior sediment trap studies, could be attributed to a lower
trap collection efficiency at shallower depths (e.g., Yu et al., 2001). This common finding
of lower collection efficiency at shallower depths in moored deep ocean conical traps is
likely to be due to a combination of the effects described in the previous sections. For
instance, at shallow depths one finds faster currents, which could result in a negative
hydrodynamic bias and/or higher swimmer abundances, which in turn may feed on and
remove sedimenting particles from the walls of the collection cone.
The often recorded large seasonal variations in particle flux cause a seasonal change in
scavenging rate as well. This is clearly the case in the scavenging of 234Th (and
consequently also of 230Th) from the surface layer of the ocean, but it was a surprise that
seasonality affected scavenging processes throughout the entire water column (Bacon et
al., 1985). As is the case for 234Th, this implies that a trap calibration based on 230Th (and
231Pa) cannot be made with a single short trap deployment but is only valid if at least a full
seasonal cycle is examined.
A case study using multiple U- and Th-series radionuclides to look at trap efficiency has
been reported by Sarin et al. (2000) in a study of time-series sediment traps in the Bay of
Bengal over two years (1990-1991). The traps were deployed at two depths at 3 sites, 
900-1100 and  2100-3000 m at  15N 89E (NBBT),  13N 84E (CBBT) and 5N 87E
(SBBT). At the NBBT site, the observations show that, (i) the authigenic flux of 230Th in
the deep trap (in this study no correction for boundary scavenging using 231Pa was applied)
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Figure 5.5. Trap collection efficiencies derived from 230Th and 231Pa measurements in sediment trap
and water column samples according to Bacon (1988). Data from Yu et al. (2001); Scholten et al.
(2001, 2005). Arabian Sea data are from deployments generally shorter than one year but they
include the monsoon period and may be overestimated. OMEX deployments are near the
continental margin where deeper traps may be influenced by lateral advection.
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roughly balances its production in the water column above the trap depth; (ii) the
differences in the 210Pb fluxes between the shallow and deep traps match the in situ
production in the water column; and (iii) the mass, Al and 228Th fluxes are similar in the
shallow and deep traps. These results suggest that at this site 230Th and 210Pb produced in
the water column are removed predominantly by vertical particle flux and support the
argument that the trap functioned accurately. At the CBBT site, there is a consistent
increase in the mass, Al and 228Th fluxes in the deep trap relative to those in the shallow
trap. In the deep trap, the deposition rates of 210Pb and 230Th were found to be considerably
in excess of their production rates. This apparent over-collection may be due to enhanced
particle aggregation in the intermediate waters, re-suspension of “nascent” sedimentary
material or focusing of particles in the region of the deep traps, and can be quantified with
the 230Th flux. When the deep trap Al flux is corrected accordingly, it is similar to the
shallower flux.
Taken together, radionuclide-based in situ assessments of sediment trap collection
efficiencies are informative regarding both the direction and scale of possible trapping
biases. The four available year-long 234Th-based upper ocean trap calibration studies each
report flux-weighted year-round under-trapping of about a factor of 2. Future radionuclide-
based trap assessments should be accompanied with process-oriented studies to resolve
whether offsets reflect a general under-collection of slowly-settling aggregates (a hydrody-
namic effect), or a result of discontinuous trapping programs missing episodic events (see
Section 6b.viii), and examine how well these Th (or Pb, Pa) based assessments of
collection efficiency can be applied to other elemental fluxes.
6. Summary and recommendations
a. Summary
Considerable advances in understanding the ocean’s biological pump can be attributed
to the use of sediment traps for directly sampling sinking particles in the ocean. The
assumption in these studies is that traps serve as unbiased collectors of sinking material,
both the quantity and quality thereof. This assumption cannot be easily proven, but
consistency in the patterns of decreasing flux vs. depth, pulsed fluxes after blooms, and
regional differences in flux and composition all suggest that the general patterns of flux
derived from traps are “reasonable.” However, we know from theoretical, experimental
and field studies that sediment trap measurements are not always accurate, especially in
some settings and, in particular, at shallower depths.
It is at depths between the surface euphotic zone and roughly 1000 m where most
sinking particles are remineralized, and where trap accuracy is most likely to be an issue.
This is because the processes that can bias the collection of sinking particles by traps are
more likely to be significant at these depths. For example, ocean currents are generally
faster in shallower waters, thus increasing the chance of hydrodynamic biases for moored
and drifting traps in the upper ocean. Zooplankton are found in the highest abundances in
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surface waters, while decreasing numbers are found to migrate daily or live permanently
down to 800-1200 m. Thus it is at the shallower depths where zooplankton swimmers are
more likely to actively enter traps and compromise both particle load and remineralized
components. Finally, flux decreases with depth presumably due to the rapid remineraliza-
tion of the more labile biogenic components, so the impact of solubilization artifacts in the
trap are expected to be greater in the upper ocean, but this is not well documented.
While we recognize these potential biases, they can be difficult to quantify. It is thus
challenging to develop post-sampling corrections appropriate for each trap experiment,
particle component, and specific set of physical and biological conditions. Experiments to
quantify flux biases using independent methods are subject to their own errors related to
experimental design and interpretation of the data. Thus using multiple independent
methods for estimating flux is informative. Unfortunately, carrying out these types of
independent calibrations is often as much, or more, effort than the trap sampling itself.
Finally, even at seemingly uniform open ocean sites, there is a dynamic continuum from
the smallest colloids to larger sinking and non-sinking materials, most of which are
biologically derived. Due to natural biological cycles, the characteristics of marine
particles vary with season and depth, and reflect changes in community structure and
physical conditions. Therefore, a single or universal calibration would not necessarily hold
for different times of the year, even at the same site.
The last major review of upper ocean trapping (Gardner, 2000) summarized studies from
1980-mid 90’s. Since then there has been progress in resolving some issues by improved
trap and experimental design, or by correcting trap fluxes using independent methods.
These results, when examined collectively here, show new progress in improving our
understanding of the capabilities and limitations of sediment traps. For example, examina-
tion of long term 234Th calibration studies shows consistent undertrapping of 234Th by
roughly a factor of two using cylindrical traps in the upper 40-150 m in both open ocean
and coastal settings.
Most major sediment trapping programs, however, have changed little in the past decade
despite the knowledge that better practices are available. This is in part due to the
considerable effort and cost associated with best practices or independent calibration
studies. In addition, researchers are reluctant to change practices, particularly at time-series
sites, where overlapping protocols would be needed to establish a new flux time-series
even after minor changes have been made (for example, see difference in screening vs.
picking swimmers at BATS and HOT, Table 4). Consequently we make some specific
recommendations below regarding the use of traps, which are particularly relevant to
studies of particle flux out of the surface ocean down to depths of 1000 m, although they
generally apply to deeper traps as well.
b. Recommendations
i. Trap designs and field protocols to reduce hydrodynamic bias. The JGOFS program has
repeatedly made recommendations for improved practices in the design, deployment and
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documentation of sediment traps related to hydrodynamic issues (GOFS, 1989; Gardner,
2000). We can only echo those recommendations here. Unfortunately, “best practice”
remains difficult to achieve, involving at a minimum the expensive additions of current and
tilt meters, drogues, minimum drag designs, and the avoidance of more than one trap depth
on a surface-tethered array. The desirable use of NBSTs may at first appear to increase
costs, but not relative to fully-instrumented drifting PIT arrays at a single depth. There are
no shortcuts to achieving best practice, nor does it appear that there are oceanic
environments which do not require its application. As in previous reviews, we can only
recommend that the best achievable effort be made to meet the goals of minimizing
hydrodynamic biases, and that every effort be undertaken to document the conditions of
deployment and to discuss their probable influences on collection characteristics by
reference to the field and laboratory studies of biases in the magnitude of collections, and
discrimination against different particle types.
ii. Further research to understand, avoid and correct for hydrodynamic biases. We
consider that the advent of NBSTs represents the best path forward to avoid hydrodynamic
biases, and their simultaneous deployment with surface-tethered and moored traps could
further help quantify hydrodynamic effects. Improvements have been made to reduce their
costs, extend their deployment lifetimes, and expand the suite of in situ measurements that
can be undertaken on particle characteristics (Buesseler et al., 2000; Bishop et al., 2004;
Lampitt et al., 2004; Stanley et al., 2004).
Because progress in understanding hydrodynamic biases is intimately linked to progress
in understanding particle properties, it is also clear that efforts to document these properties
should be expanded. Promising avenues include the further development of methods to
characterize sinking rates and their relation to chemical and biological properties of
particles (Gustafsson et al., 2000), especially using in situ techniques (Peterson et al.,
2005). An important aspect of these efforts is the further development of the use of natural
radionuclides as possible means for evaluating particle collection efficiencies (see 6b.viii
below), via improved understanding of which particle types contribute most importantly to
radionuclide budgets and how these budgets differ from those of nutrients and other
elements.
iii. Trap designs and field protocols to reduce swimmer artifacts. The best choice of
methods for solving the swimmer problem in sediment trap research is to keep swimmers
out of the traps. While swimmer avoidance traps such as the IRS are a viable and at least
partial solution to the swimmer problem, they are more expensive and not widely used at
present. Further testing of swimmer avoidance traps with simple designs should be
encouraged. Design of swimmer avoidance traps should further exploit swimming behav-
iors to minimize the problem (e.g., darkened chambers with light emitting diodes to lure
zooplankton away as suggested by Coale, 1990). Swimmer avoidance traps should be
tested under different flux and flow regimes and compared with the more commonly used
sediment traps. Avoiding swimmers also helps reduce solubilization artifacts (see 6b.v).
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iv. Further research to understand, avoid and correct for swimmer artifacts. Swimmers
should be removed from all trap samples and investigators should report the method used
for removal in the literature. When reporting swimmer removal methods, details should
include whether the sample was screened or picked, the microscope magnification used for
picking, and whether swimmers were picked from solution or removed from filters. The
method of removal depends on the environment and magnitude of POC flux and thus the
extent of the swimmer problem. The sample should be carefully examined first before
deciding on the method. Samples containing many small swimmers should be picked
rather than solely screened.
When screening, screens should be carefully examined for large detrital particles (e.g.,
fecal pellets) or aggregates adhering to the screen, and these should be added back to the
sample. Magnification used for picking swimmers should be at least 50x, and a photograph
of a representative sample before and after picking is recommended. When detrital
material is adhering to a swimmer, the swimmer should be rinsed gently with filtered
seawater to detach the detritus, or the detritus gently removed with fine forceps, being
careful not to squeeze or tear the animal.
Swimmers should be saved (preserved in formaldehyde) and/or quantified for their
contribution to each trap sample. Swimmers are very useful, for example, in the study of
deep-sea ecology, as many zooplankton caught in deep-sea sediment traps are not easily
sampled by other methods. This method of collection, albeit biased for certain taxa, is
underutilized by deep-sea ecologists and taxonomists. More intercomparisons of swimmer
removal techniques are needed (Gardner, 2000). Use of homogenous sub-samples from the
same trap tube in such an intercomparison would be instructive (but likely only feasible in
higher flux environments).
Finally, while we recommend using preservatives in sediment trap deployments, there
are human health considerations in using any poison or preservative, and some prevent
desirable measurements (e.g., use of formaldehyde precludes measurement of stable
isotopes ((Marguillier, 1998) and DOC). Thus, further rigorous testing of poisoned vs.
unpoisoned traps for at least short-term (1-2 day) sediment trap deployments should be
carried out to quantify the extent of the error introduced by zooplankton entering
unpoisoned traps.
v. Trap designs and field protocols to quantify solubilization. Solubilization effects can be
studied by looking either at increases in excess elemental concentrations in the trap
supernatant, or by controlled incubation studies of poisoned trap particles. For shallow
traps, emphasis should be placed on short-term deployments and ensuring rapid post-
recovery treatment of samples. Traps should be effectively poisoned and swimmer-
avoidance mechanisms optimized (see 6b.c), since swimmers can lead to an excess in
dissolved materials that should not be attributed to the sinking particles. Upon recovery,
samples should be rapidly picked for swimmers, split and filtered under low pressure.
Swimmers picked out of the samples should be measured (preferably for carbon, nitrogen
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and other elements in addition to mass; see 6b.iv) and their maximal contribution to the
trap supernatant can be estimated based on biomass and other estimates of excretion.
Incubation studies are one way to assess possible losses to solution when the use of open
sampling tubes precludes the accurate determination of excess elemental concentrations.
Closed sampling tubes and swimmer avoidance designs, if applied in the upper ocean, will
allow for the effects of solubilization to be assessed by quantifying excess elemental concentra-
tion in the supernatant. However, at present, this method is only applied to deep traps on
long-term moorings where swimmer abundances are low. In these settings, trap cups should be
sealed from the surrounding water and contain appropriate poison or preservative that allows
measurements of all of the elements in the supernatant that will be measured in the particulate
fraction. Analysis of samples should ideally be made several months after in situ sample
collection to allow for exchange of pore fluids between particles and supernatant. A blank value
of the solution used to fill the cups should also be measured. As with shallow traps, swimmer
carbon and nitrogen should be measured to estimate their maximal impact on dissolved
elemental concentrations. For any method that includes filtration of what may be fragile or
non-rigid particles, care should be taken to ensure that during filtration, material is not released
into the filtrate either by leakage of internal fluids or break up of particles.
vi. Further research to understand, minimize and correct for solubilization artifacts. Our
understanding of whether, how, and to what extent elements in sinking particulate matter is
solubilized in traps is very incomplete. More data are needed from a range of environments
on the excess dissolved elements in trap cups, and the means by which these are
produced/released. More experimental studies are recommended to look at trapped particle
degradation rates over time at in situ temperatures and under differing poisoned and
unpoisoned conditions. A major gap in knowledge of the concentrations of dissolved
elements brought into traps with particles prevents making an accurate estimation of the
importance of this process. More data on the dissolved/particulate ratios of elements in
sinking aggregates from different depths would also be useful.
vii. Experiments to assess in situ trap efficiency using stable elements and particle
abundances. It remains extremely difficult to quantify the 3-D chemical balance of any
stable element in the ocean or to quantify particle abundances and in situ sinking rates.
Thus attempts to calculate flux from an upper ocean mass balance of C or N or from
particle abundance and a sinking rate model should be seen as an exercise that can only
quantify fluxes with considerable uncertainty, and thus identify sediment trap fluxes that
are grossly in error. The agreement between multiple methods suggests that the biases are
not large, or at least not too different between each method.
The inverse model offers a powerful approach to determine export fluxes that are in line
with nutrient budgets, hydrographical data and transport models. Given its broad integra-
tion over time and space, it is not a suitable approach for calibrating any specific sediment
trap study. However inverse modeling can tell us whether export fluxes derived with other
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methods, such as traps, can be reconciled with the long-term fluxes expected for that area.
The adjoint method is used at present for a steady state ocean. In principle, this approach
can be extended to determine time-varying fluxes; however, much larger datasets including
time-series stations and repeat surveys are required to reliably constrain these fluxes.
viii. Further research to understand and use radionuclides to assess in situ trap efficiency.
Annual time-series 234Th trap studies suggest that a flux-weighted average of under-trapping by
approximately a factor of two for 234Th is common in the four studies undertaken to date. Given
the utility of upper ocean sediment traps and the need to understand the accuracy of the
trap-obtained fluxes, as recommended by Gardner (2000) future sediment trap programs would
benefit from determining the collection efficiencies with the 234Th proxy. Another recommen-
dation concerning appropriate time and space scales is to match the trap deployment periods
with the 234Th residence time, and to establish more continuous (ideally year-round) trapping
and 234Th-based testing programs. For instance, the trap deployments in the BATS and HOT
time-series programs are only collecting the flux for about 10% of the total time (e.g., monthly
3-day deployments). This may be an additional reason why the observed trap fluxes do not
match the fluxes estimated from upper ocean mass balances, since episodic flux events can be
missed. For less-than seasonal trap efficiency experiments, the time-series 3-D approach such
as in Buesseler et al. (1994) and/or Lagrangian studies in isolated water masses such as inside
eddies (e.g., Hung et al., 2004) are recommended. In such cases, it is also recommended that the
234Th water column activities and trap fluxes be followed at least over the characteristic time
scale for 234Th decay (3 weeks) in order to capture non-steady state changes in the 234Th
activity balance.
For traps deployed at depths  approximately 200 m, the particle collection efficiency
can be better judged using 230Th. Furthermore in order to average out seasonal variation in
the 230Th flux, only long-term deployments will suffice. This procedure is improved if
boundary scavenging of 230Th is quantified and corrected for using the distribution of both
230Th and 231Pa in the trap and water column. It should be noted that this 231Pa-based
correction for boundary scavenging may be compromised by variations in particle
composition which affect the 231Pa/230Th fractionation (Chase et al., 2002).
Both measured (trap) and expected (from water column U-Th disequilibria) radionuclide
fluxes should be reported along with the calculated collection efficiencies. Also, it is
recommended that future 234Th trap calibration programs include ancillary datasets so that
processes impacting collection efficiencies (e.g. current flow, zooplankton number, and
particle sinking rate) may be evaluated. Improvement of 234Th flux models to include
non-steady state and physical effects is also recommended.
A final recommendation is that the radionuclide-based estimate of trap collection
efficiency should be applied with care to other components of the settling flux. As noted in
Buesseler (1991), “a calibration of particle flux using 234Th may not hold for organic
carbon or other elements if the particle classes that carry these elements differ.” More
recently, the Baltic Sea 234Th trap investigation implied that there were different collection
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efficiencies for organic carbon and 234Th (Gustafsson et al., 2004, 2006); however, with
continued progress it may be plausible to use the 234Th-based estimates of collection
efficiencies to correct the sediment trap fluxes of other elemental fluxes.
ix. Summary of recommendations. Considerable progress is being made in improving
understanding of in situ trap behavior, trap designs, and estimating and correcting for potential
biases. Since reliable estimates of sinking particle flux are an important parameter needed to
answer many of ocean science’s most pressing questions, it is imperative that we continue to
improve upon the use of these devices and other proxies for measuring the sinking flux.
However, applying best practices for upper ocean trapping studies can be difficult, time
consuming and expensive. Independent calibration is also not an easy task and often multiple
methods are needed to gain confidence in the results. Table 5. summarizes much of what we
have compiled, assessed and recommended in this review on best practices, methods to
compensate for biases, and what to document with sufficient detail so that future researchers
will know with some degree of confidence the conditions and comparisons that can be made
between different sediment trap studies. Generally, it is better to avoid a particular bias than to
have to correct for it (e.g. use of swimmer avoidance traps vs. manual removal of swimmers;
use of NBSTs vs. correcting trap fluxes for hydrodynamic biases). In the end, the extent of use
of best practices will depend upon the questions one is asking and the practical limits of the
particular project. Differences in the magnitude and composition of the flux as well as the
physical setting and trap depth will also be important in setting limits on what are the most
pressing issues to address. This variability makes it difficult to come up with universal
correction factors or experimental designs that are suited to all conditions. Also, variability in
practices is common, and some standardization of trap designs and processing protocols should
be undertaken to facilitate relative comparisons of different flux studies. In sum, sediment traps
serve as a valuable tool in ocean sciences, but as with every tool there are design limitations.
With careful study we are making progress in both understanding the limits of sediment traps
and in improving their designs.
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